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7s -ING (noun & plurals; material made for; activity, result of activity) 

ACTINGS ACGINST ACTING, occupation of actor [n] 

AGEINGS AEGGINS AGEING, aging (process of growing old) [n] 

AIRINGS AGIINRS AIRING, exposure to air [n] 

ANGLING AGGILNN sport of fishing [n -S] 

ANTINGS AGINNST ANTING, deliberate placing, by certain birds, of living ants among feathers [n] 

ARCHING ACGHINR series of arches [n -S]  

ARCINGS ACGINRS ARCING, curved form of arc [n] 

ARMINGS AGIMNRS ARMING, act of one that arms [n] 

ASKINGS AGIKNSS ASKING, act of one who asks [n] 

AUDINGS ADGINSU AUDING, process of hearing, recognizing, and interpreting spoken language [n] 

AWNINGS AGINNSW AWNING, rooflike canvas cover [n] 

BACKING ABCGIKN support [n -S]  

BAGGING ABGGGIN material for making bags [n -S]  

BAKINGS ABGIKNS BAKING, quantity baked [n] 

BALINGS ABGILNS BALING, forming of something into tight bundles [n] 

BANDING ABDGINN presence of stripes of contrasting colors [n -S] 

BANKING ABGIKNN business of bank [n -S] 

BASHING ABGHINS act of beating [n -S] 

BASTING ABGINST thread used by baster [n -S]  

BATHING ABGHINT act of one that bathes [n -S]  

BATTING ABGINTT batt (sheet of cotton) [n -S] 

BEADING ABDEGIN beaded material [n -S] 

BEALING ABEGILN beal (infected sore (painful place on body)) [n -S] 

BEARING ABEGINR demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself) [n -S]  

BEATING ABEGINT defeat [n -S] 

BEDDING BDDEGIN material for making up bed [n -S] 

BELLING BEGILLN mock serenade for newlyweds [n -S] 

BELTING BEGILNT material for belts [n -S] 

BETTING BEGINTT act of gambling on outcome of race [n -S] 

BIBBING BBBGIIN act of tippling (to drink alcoholic beverages) [n -S] 

BIDDING BDDGIIN command [n -S]  

BILLING BGIILLN relative position in which performer is listed [n -S]  

BINDING BDGIINN cover and fastenings of book [n -S]  

BINGING BGGIINN bingeing (act of indulging in something to excess) [n -S]  

BIRDING BDGIINR bird-watching [n -S]  

BIRLING BGIILNR lumberjack's game [n -S]  

BITTING BGIINTT indentation in key [n -S]  

BLADING ABDGILN act of skating on in-line skates [n -S]  

BLUEING BEGILNU bluing (fabric coloring) [n -S]  

BLUINGS BGILNSU BLUING, fabric coloring [n] 

BOATING ABGINOT sport of traveling by boat [n -S]  

BODINGS BDGINOS BODING, omen [n] 

BOMBING BBGIMNO attack with bombs [n -S]  

BONDING BDGINNO formation of close personal relationship [n -S]  

BOOKING BGIKNOO engagement [n -S] 

BOOZING BGINOOZ act of drinking liquor excessively [n -S]  
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BORINGS BGINORS BORING, inner cavity [n] 

BORKING BGIKNOR act of attacking candidate in media [n -S] 

BOWINGS BGINOSW BOWING, technique of managing bow of stringed instrument [n] 

BOWLING BGILNOW game in which balls are rolled at objects [n -S]  

BOXINGS BGINOSX BOXING, casing (protective outer covering) [n] 

BRACING ABCGINR brace or reinforcement [n -S]  

BREWING BEGINRW quantity brewed at one time [n -S]  

BROKING BGIKNOR business of broker [n -S] 

BUDDING BDDGINU type of asexual reproduction [n -S]  

BUNTING BGINNTU fabric used for flags [n -S]  

BURNING BGINNRU firing of ceramic materials [n -S]  

BUSHING BGHINSU lining for hole [n -S]  

BUSINGS BGINSSU BUSING, act of transporting by bus [n] 

BUSKING BGIKNSU act of performing as busker [n -S]  

BUSSING BGINSSU busing (act of transporting by bus) [n -S]  

BUZZING BGINUZZ buzzing noise [n -S]  

CABLING ABCGILN cable or cables used for fastening something [n -S]  

CALKING ACGIKLN material used to calk [n -S]  

CALLING ACGILLN vocation or profession [n -S]  

CAMPING ACGIMNP act of living outdoors [n -S]  

CANINGS ACGINNS CANING, punishment with cane [n] 

CANNING ACGINNN business of preserving food in airtight containers [n -S]  

CAPPING ACGINPP wax covering in honeycomb [n -S]  

CARDING ACDGINR process of combing and cleaning cotton fibers; cleaned and combed fibers [n -S]  

CARINGS ACGINRS CARING, work of looking after someone [n] 

CARLING ACGILNR beam supporting ship's deck [n -S] 

CARPING ACGINPR act of one who carps [n -S] 

CARVING ACGINRV carved figure or design [n -S]  

CASINGS ACGINSS CASING, protective outer covering [n] 

CASTING ACGINST something made in mold [n -S]  

CAVINGS ACGINSV CAVING, sport of exploring caves [n] 

CEILING CEGIILN overhead lining of room [n -S]  

CHASING ACGHINS design engraved on metal [n -S]  

CLONING CGILNNO technique for reproducing by asexual means [n -S]  

CLOSING CGILNOS concluding part [n -S]  

COAMING ACGIMNO raised border [n -S] 

COATING ACGINOT covering layer [n -S]  

COAXING ACGINOX act of cajoling [n -S]  

CODINGS CDGINOS CODING, process of converting into symbols [n] 

CODLING CDGILNO unripe apple [n -S] 

COKINGS CGIKNOS COKING, process of converting coal into coke (carbon fuel) [n] 

COMINGS CGIMNOS COMING, arrival (act of arriving (to reach destination)) [n] 

COMPING CGIMNOP playing of jazz accompaniment [n -S]  

COOKING CGIKNOO act of one that cooks [n -S]  

COPINGS CGINOPS COPING, top part of wall [n] 

CORDING CDGINOR ribbed surface of cloth [n -S]  

COSTING CGINOST estimation of price of production of something [n -S]  
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COVINGS CGINOSV COVING, concave molding [n] 

COWLING CGILNOW covering for aircraft engine [n -S]  

CRAVING ACGINRV great desire [n -S]  

CRAZING ACGINRZ fine surface crack on pottery [n -S]  

CUPPING CGINPPU archaic medical process [n -S]  

CURBING BCGINRU concrete border along street [n -S]  

CURLING CGILNRU game played on ice [n -S]  

CUTTING CGINTTU section cut from plant [n -S]  

CYCLING CCGILNY act of riding bicycle [n -S]  

DAMPING ADGIMNP ability of device to prevent instability [n -S]  

DARINGS ADGINRS DARING, bravery (courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n] 

DARNING ADGINNR things to be darned [n -S]  

DATINGS ADGINST DATING, act of one that dates [n] 

DAWNING ADGINNW daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n -S]  

DEALING ADEGILN business transaction [n -S]  

DECKING CDEGIKN material for ship's deck (platform serving as floor) [n -S]  

DIALING ADGIILN measurement of time by sundials [n -S]  

DININGS DGIINNS DINING, activity of eating dinner [n] 

DIVINGS DGIINSV DIVING, act or sport of plunging headfirst into water [n] 

DOPINGS DGINOPS DOPING, use of drugs by athletes [n] 

DOWSING DGINOSW technique for searching for underground water [n -S]  

DRAWING ADGINRW portrayal in lines of form or figure [n -S]  

DRIVING DGIINRV management of motor vehicle [n -S]  

DROVING DGINORV work of drover [n -S]  

DUBBING BBDGINU material for softening and waterproofing leather [n -S]  

DUCTING CDGINTU system of ducts [n -S]  

DUELING DEGILNU contest between two persons with deadly weapons [n -S]  

DUMPING DGIMNPU selling of large quantities of goods at below market price [n -S]  

DUNKING DGIKNNU act of dipping something into liquid [n -S]  

DUPINGS DGINPSU DUPING, act of duplicating something [n] 

DUSTING DGINSTU light sprinkling [n -S]  

DYEINGS DEGINSY DYEING, something colored with dye [n] 

EASTING AEGINST movement toward east [n -S] 

EATINGS AEGINST EATING, act of consuming food [n] 

EDGINGS DEGGINS EDGING, something that forms or serves as edge [n] 

ENDINGS DEGINNS ENDING, termination [n] 

ETCHING CEGHINT etched design [n -S]  

EVENING EEGINNV latter part of day and early part of night [n -S]  

FACINGS ACFGINS FACING, lining at edge of garment [n] 

FADINGS ADFGINS FADING, Irish dance [n] 

FAILING AFGIILN minor fault or weakness [n -S]  

FAIRING AFGIINR structure on aircraft serving to reduce drag [n -S]  

FALLING AFGILLN felling of trees for timber [n -S]  

FARMING AFGIMNR business of operating farm [n -S]  

FASTING AFGINST abstention from eating [n -S]  

FEEDING DEEFGIN act of giving food to person or animal [n -S]  

FEELING EEFGILN function or power of perceiving by touch [n -S]  
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FELTING EFGILNT felted material [n -S]  

FENCING CEFGINN art of using sword in attack and defense [n -S]  

FILINGS FGIILNS FILING, particle removed by file [n] 

FILLING FGIILLN that which is used to fill something [n -S]  

FINDING DFGIINN something that is found [n -S]  

FININGS FGIINNS FINING, clarifying of wines [n] 

FIRINGS FGIINRS FIRING, process of maturing ceramic products by heat [n] 

FISHING FGHIINS occupation or pastime of catching fish [n -S]  

FISTING FGIINST offensive word [n -S]  

FITTING FGIINTT small often standardized accessory part [n -S]  

FIXINGS FGIINSX accompaniments to main dish of meal [n -S] 

FLUTING FGILNTU series of parallel grooves [n -S]  

FLYINGS FGILNSY FLYING, operation of aircraft [n] 

FLYTING FGILNTY dispute in verse form [n -S]  

FOALING AFGILNO act of giving birth to horse [n -S]  

FOGGING FGGGINO covering with fog [n -S]  

FOOTING FGINOOT foothold (secure support for feet) [n -S]  

FORGING FGGINOR forgery (act of forging) [n -S]  

FOULING FGILNOU deposit or crust [n -S]  

FOWLING FGILNOW hunting of birds [n -S]  

FOXINGS FGINOSX FOXING, piece of material used to cover upper portion of shoe [n] 

FRAMING AFGIMNR framework [n -S]  

FRAYING AFGINRY something worn off by rubbing [n -S]  

FUNDING DFGINNU money provided for particular purpose [n -S]  

FURRING FGINRRU trimming or lining of fur [n -S]  

GAMINGS AGGIMNS GAMING, practice of gambling [n] 

GASKING AGGIKNS gasket (packing for making something fluid-tight) [n v] 

GASSING AGGINSS poisoning by noxious gas [n -S] 

GATINGS AGGINST GATING, process of opening and closing channel [n] 

GEARING AEGGINR system of gears [n -S]  

GELDING DEGGILN castrated animal [n -S]  

GIFTING FGGIINT act of presenting with gift [n -S]  

GILDING DGGIILN application of gilt [n -S]  

GINNING GGIINNN cotton as it comes from gin [n -S]  

GLAZING AGGILNZ glaziery (work of glazier) [n v]  

GLEYING EGGILNY development of gley [n -S] 

GNAWING AGGINNW persistent dull pain [n -S]  

GODLING DGGILNO lesser god [n -S] 

GOLFING FGGILNO game of golf [n -S]  

GRATING AGGINRT network of bars covering opening [n -S]  

GRAZING AGGINRZ land used for feeding of animals [n -S]  

GUNNING GGINNNU sport of hunting with gun [n -S]  

HACKING ACGHIKN activity of riding horse for pleasure [n -S]  

HALVING AGHILNV act of fitting timbers together by cutting out half thickness of each [n -S]  

HANGING AGGHINN execution by strangling with suspended noose [n -S]  

HARPING AGHINPR wooden plank used in shipbuilding [n -S]  

HAULING AGHILNU action of transporting logs [n -S]  
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HAWKING AGHIKNW falconry (sport of hunting with falcons) [n -S]  

HAYINGS AGHINSY HAYING, season for harvesting hay [n] 

HAZINGS AGHINSZ HAZING, attempt to embarrass or ridicule [n] 

HEADING ADEGHIN title [n -S]  

HEALING AEGHILN process of becoming healthy again [n -S]  

HEARING AEGHINR preliminary examination [n -S]  

HEATING AEGHINT act of making something hot [n -S]  

HEELING EEGHILN act of inclining laterally [n -S]  

HELPING EGHILNP portion of food [n -S]  

HERDING DEGHINR work of tending or moving livestock [n -S]  

HERRING EGHINRR food fish [n -S] 

HIDINGS DGHIINS HIDING, beating (defeat) [n] 

HISSING GHIINSS object of scorn [n -S]  

HOLDING DGHILNO something held [n -S]  

HOOKING GHIKNOO illegal move in hockey involving blade of stick [n -S]  

HOPPING GHINOPP going from one place to another of same kind [n -S]  

HORNING GHINNOR mock serenade for newlyweds [n -S]  

HOUSING GHINOSU any dwelling place [n -S]  

HUNTING GHINNTU instance of searching [n -S]  

HURLING GHILNRU Irish game [n -S]  

HUSKING GHIKNSU gathering of families to husk corn [n -S]  

IMAGING AGGIIMN action of producing visible representation [n -S]  

IMPINGS GIIMNPS IMPING, process of grafting [n] 

INBEING BEGIINN state of being inherent (existing in something as essential characteristic) [n -S] 

INNINGS GIINNNS INNING, division of baseball game [n]  

IRONING GIINNOR clothes pressed or to be pressed [n -S]  

ITCHING CGHIINT uneasy or tingling skin sensation [n -S]  

JESTING EGIJNST act of one who jests [n -S]  

JOGGING GGGIJNO practice of running at slow, steady pace [n -S]  

JOINING GIIJNNO juncture (act of joining) [n -S]  

JOSHING GHIJNOS act of teasing (to make fun of) [n -S]  

JOTTING GIJNOTT brief note [n -S]  

JUMPING GIJMNPU act of one that jumps [n -S]  

KARTING AGIKNRT sport of racing karts [n -S] 

KEENING EEGIKNN act of wailing loudly over dead [n -S]  

KEEPING EEGIKNP custody (guardianship (state of being guardian (one that guards))) [n -S]  

KEGLING EGGIKLN bowling (game in which balls are rolled at objects) [n -S] 

KENNING EGIKNNN metaphorical compound word or phrase [n -S]  

KERNING EGIKNNR act of forming projecting part of typeface [n -S]  

KICKING CGIIKKN act of striking with foot [n -S]  

KILLING GIIKLLN sudden notable success [n -S]  

KILTING GIIKLNT arrangement of kilt pleats [n -S]  

KITINGS GIIKNST KITING, act of flying kite [n] 

KITLING GIIKLNT young animal [n -S] 

KNIFING FGIIKNN act of stabbing with knife [n -S] 

KNOWING GIKNNOW knowledge [n -S]  

LACINGS ACGILNS LACING, contrasting marginal band of color [n] 
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LADINGS ADGILNS LADING, cargo; freight [n] 

LAGGING AGGGILN insulating material [n -S]  

LAKINGS AGIKLNS LAKING, reddening of blood plasma by release of hemoglobin from red corpuscles [n] 

LAMBING ABGILMN birth of lambs on farm [n -S] 

LANDING ADGILNN place for discharging or taking on passengers or cargo [n -S]  

LASHING AGHILNS flogging (whipping (material used to whip)) [n -S]  

LASTING AGILNST durable fabric [n v]  

LATHING AGHILNT work made of or using laths [n -S]  

LAWINGS AGILNSW LAWING, bill for food or drink in tavern [n] 

LEADING ADEGILN covering or border of lead [n -S] 

LEANING AEGILNN tendency (inclination to act or think in particular way) [n -S] 

LEASING AEGILNS falsehood [n -S]  

LEAVING AEGILNV leftover (unused or unconsumed portion) [n -S]  

LEGGING EGGGILN covering for leg [n -S]  

LENDING DEGILNN act of giving something temporarily [n -S]  

LENSING EGILNNS act or instance of filming motion picture [n -S]  

LICKING CGIIKLN thrashing or beating [n -S]  

LIKINGS GIIKLNS LIKING, feeling of attraction or affection [n] 

LININGS GIILNNS LINING, inner layer [n] 

LIPPING GIILNPP liplike outgrowth of bone [n -S]  

LISPING GIILNPS act of lisping [n -S]  

LISTING GIILNST something that is listed [n -S]  

LIVINGS GIILNSV LIVING, means of subsistence [n] 

LOADING ADGILNO burden [n -S]  

LOAFING AFGILNO place where cattle are allowed to roam freely [n -S]  

LOANING AGILNNO lane (narrow passageway) [n -S]  

LODGING DGGILNO temporary place to live [n -S]  

LOGGING GGGILNO business of cutting down trees for timber [n -S] 

LONGING GGILNNO strong desire [n -S]  

LOOTING GILNOOT act of stealing goods left unprotected [n -S]  

LORDING DGILNOR lordling (young or unimportant lord) [n -S] 

LOSINGS GILNOSS LOSING, loss (act of one that loses) [n] 

LOVINGS GILNOSV LOVING, act of expressing love [n] 

LOWINGS GILNOSW LOWING, sound characteristic of cattle [n] 

LUTINGS GILNSTU LUTING, substance used as sealant [n] 

MAILING AGIILMN rented farm [n -S]  

MAKINGS AGIKMNS MAKING, material from which something can be developed [n] 

MALLING AGILLMN practice of shopping at malls (large buildings with many shops) [n -S]  

MALTING AGILMNT process of preparing grain for brewing [n -S]  

MAPPING AGIMNPP mathematical correspondence [n -S]  

MARKING AGIKMNR pattern of marks [n -S]  

MASKING AGIKMNS piece of scenery used to conceal parts of stage from audience [n -S]  

MATINGS AGIMNST MATING, period during which seasonal-breeding animal can mate [n] 

MATTING AGIMNTT woven fabric used as floor covering [n -S]  

MAULING AGILMNU act of injuring by beating [n -S]  

MAYINGS AGIMNSY MAYING, gathering of spring flowers [n] 

MEANING AEGIMNN something that one intends to convey by language [n -S] 
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MEETING EEGIMNT assembly for common purpose [n -S]  

MENDING DEGIMNN accumulation of articles to be mended [n -S]  

MERGING EGGIMNR act of combining (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [n -S]  

MESHING EGHIMNS act of fitting together [n -S]  

MILINGS GIILMNS MILING, activity of running in one-mile race [n] 

MILLING GIILLMN corrugated edge on coin [n -S] 

MININGS GIIMNNS MINING, process or business of working mines (excavations in earth) [n] 

MOLDING DGILMNO long, narrow strip used to decorate surface [n -S]  

MOORING GIMNOOR place where vessel may be moored [n -S]  

MOSHING GHIMNOS frenzied dancing at rock concert [n -S]  

MOUSING GIMNOSU wrapping around shank end of hook [n -S]  

MOWINGS GIMNOSW MOWING, act of cutting down standing herbage [n] 

MUGGING GGGIMNU street assault or beating [n -S]  

MUMMING GIMMMNU performance of folk play by mummers [n -S]  

MUSHING GHIMNSU advancing across snow by dogsled [n -S]  

MUSINGS GIMNSSU MUSING, contemplation [n] 

NAGGING AGGGINN act of finding fault incessantly [n -S]  

NECKING CEGIKNN small molding near top of column [n -S]  

NERVING EGINNRV type of veterinary operation [n -S]  

NETTING EGINNTT net [n -S] 

NOGGING GGGINNO type of masonry (structure built of stone or brick) [n -S]  

NOONING GINNNOO meal eaten at noon [n -S] 

NOSINGS GINNOSS NOSING, projecting edge [n] 

NURSING GINNRSU profession of one who nurses [n v]  

NUTTING GINNTTU act of gathering nuts [n -S]  

OFFINGS FFGINOS OFFING, near future [n]  

OPENING EGINNOP vacant or unobstructed space [n -S]  

OUTINGS GINOSTU OUTING, short pleasure trip [n] 

PACINGS ACGINPS PACING, speed at which event takes place [n] 

PACKING ACGIKNP material used to pack [n -S]  

PADDING ADDGINP material with which to pad [n -S]  

PAGINGS AGGINPS PAGING, transfer of computer pages [n] 

PAIRING AGIINPR matching of two opponents in tournament [n -S]  

PALINGS AGILNPS PALING, picket fence [n] 

PARGING AGGINPR thin coat of mortar or plaster for sealing masonry [n -S]  

PARINGS AGINPRS PARING, something pared off [n] 

PARKING AGIKNPR area in which vehicles may be left [n -S]  

PARTING AGINPRT division or separation [n -S]  

PASSING AGINPSS death (end of life) [n -S] 

PASTING AGINPST beating (defeat) [n -S]  

PAVINGS AGINPSV PAVING, pavement (paved surface) [n] 

PEELING EEGILNP piece or strip that has been peeled off [n -S]  

PEENING EEGINNP action of treating sheet metal with metal shot in order to shape it [n -S]  

PETTING EGINPTT amorous caressing and kissing [n -S]  

PICKING CGIIKNP act of one that picks [n -S]  

PIECING CEGIINP material to be sewn together [n -S]  

PIEINGS EGIINPS PIEING, act of throwing pie at public figure [n] 
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PILINGS GIILNPS PILING, structure of building supports [n] 

PIMPING GIIMNPP practice of soliciting clients for prostitute [n -S]  

PINKING GIIKNNP method of cutting or decorating [n -S]  

PIPINGS GIINPPS PIPING, system of pipes [n] 

PITTING GIINPTT arrangement of cavities or depressions [n -S]  

PLACING ACGILNP state of being ranked in race [n -S]  

PLATING AGILNPT thin layer of metal [n -S]  

POLLING GILLNOP registering or casting of votes [n -S]  

POSTING GINOPST act of transferring to ledger [n -S]  

PRIMING GIIMNPR act of one that primes [n -S]  

PUBBING BBGINPU practice of drinking in pubs [n -S] 

PUGGING GGGINPU act of preparing clay for making bricks or pottery [n -S]  

PULINGS GILNPSU PULING, plaintive cry [n] 

PULPING GILNPPU process of reducing to pulp [n -S]  

PUNNING GINNNPU act of making pun [n -S]  

PURGING GGINPRU act of purifying (to free from impurities) [n -S]  

PURLING GILNPRU inversion of stitches in knitting [n -S] 

RACINGS ACGINRS RACING, sport of engaging in contests of speed [n] 

RAFTING AFGINRT sport of traveling down river on raft [n -S]  

RAGGING AGGGINR technique of decorating wall by applying paint with rag [n -S] 

RAILING AGIILNR fence-like barrier [n -S]  

RAISING AGIINRS elevation [n -S]  

RANKING AGIKNNR listing of ranked individuals [n -S] 

RASPING AGINPRS tiny piece of wood removed with coarse file [n -S]  

RATINGS AGINRST RATING, relative estimate or evaluation [n] 

RAVINGS AGINRSV RAVING, irrational, incoherent speech [n] 

READING ADEGINR material that is read [n -S]  

REARING AEGINRR act of animal standing on its rear limbs [n -S]  

REEDING DEEGINR convex molding [n -S]  

REELING EEGILNR sustained noise [n -S]  

REFFING EFFGINR work of referee [n -S] 

REIVING EGIINRV act or instance of plundering [n -S]  

RIBBING BBGIINR act of one that ribs [n -S]  

RIDINGS DGIINRS RIDING, act of one that rides [n] 

RIFLING FGIILNR system of grooves in gun barrel [n -S]  

RIGGING GGGIINR system of lines, chains, and tackle used aboard ship [n -S]  

RINSING GIINNRS act of one that rinses [n -S] 

RIOTING GIINORT violent public disturbance [n -S] 

RISINGS GIINRSS RISING, act of one that rises [n] 

ROAMING AGIMNOR use of cell phone outside its local area [n -S]  

ROARING AGINORR loud, deep sound [n -S]  

ROLLING GILLNOR act of one that rolls [n -S]  

ROOFING FGINOOR material for roof [n -S]  

ROPINGS GINOPRS ROPING, act of binding with rope [n] 

ROVINGS GINORSV ROVING, roll of textile fibers [n] 

ROWINGS GINORSW ROWING, sport of racing in light, long, and narrow rowboats [n] 

RUBBING BBGINRU image produced by rubbing [n -S]  
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RUCHING CGHINRU ruche (pleated strip of fine fabric) [n -S] 

RULINGS GILNRSU RULING, authoritative decision [n] 

RUNNING GINNNRU race [n -S]  

RUSHING GHINRSU yardage gained in football by running plays [n -S]  

SACKING ACGIKNS material for making sacks [n -S]  

SACRING ACGINRS consecration of bread and wine of Eucharist [n -S] 

SAILING AGIILNS act of one that sails [n -S] 

SALTING AGILNST land regularly flooded by tides [n -S]  

SAPLING AGILNPS young tree [n -S] 

SAPPING AGINPPS removal of foundation of building so as to weaken it [n -S]  

SAVINGS AGINSSV SAVING, act or instance of saving [n] 

SAYINGS AGINSSY SAYING, maxim (brief statement of general truth or principle) [n] 

SCALING ACGILNS formation of scales on skin [n -S]  

SCORING CGINORS act of scoring in game [n -S]  

SEALING AEGILNS hunting of seals [n -S]  

SEATING AEGINST material for covering seats [n -S]  

SEEINGS EEGINSS SEEING, act of one that sees [n] 

SEEMING EEGIMNS outward appearance [n -S]  

SEINING EGIINNS act of catching fish with seine [n -S]  

SEISING EGIINSS seizing (act of one that seizes) [n -S]  

SEIZING EGIINSZ act of one that seizes [n -S]  

SERGING EGGINRS process of finishing raw edges of fabric [n -S]  

SERVING EGINRSV portion of food [n -S]  

SETTING EGINSTT scenery used in dramatic production [n -S]  

SEWINGS EGINSSW SEWING, material that has been or is to be sewed [n] 

SEXTING EGINSTX sending of sexually explicit messages or images by cell phone [n -S] 

SHADING ADGHINS protection against light or heat [n -S]  

SHAVING AGHINSV something shaved off [n -S]  

SHORING GHINORS system of supporting timbers [n -S]  

SHOWING GHINOSW exhibition or display [n -S]  

SIDINGS DGIINSS SIDING, material used for surfacing frame building [n] 

SIFTING FGIINST work of sifter [n -S]  

SIGNING GGIINNS act of writing one's signature on document or in book [n -S]  

SINGING GGIINNS act or sound of one that sings [n -S]  

SITTING GIINSTT meeting or session [n -S]  

SIZINGS GIINSSZ SIZING, substance used as glaze or filler for porous materials [n] 

SKATING AGIKNST sport of gliding on skates [n -S]  

SKIINGS GIIKNSS SKIING, sport of traveling on skis [n] 

SLATING AGILNST act of one that slates [n -S]  

SLAYING AGILNSY act or instance of killing [n -S]  

SMOKING GIKMNOS inhaling and exhaling of smoke of tobacco or drug [n -S]  

SNIPING GIINNPS act of one that snipes [n -S] 

SNORING GINNORS act of breathing loudly while sleeping [n -S]  

SOAKING AGIKNOS act of wetting something thoroughly [n -S]  

SOARING AGINORS sport of flying in heavier-than-air craft without power [n -S]  

SORINGS GINORSS SORING, practice of making horse's front feet sore to force high stepping [n] 

SORTING GINORST separating of items into groups [n -S]  
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SOWINGS GINOSSW SOWING, act of scattering seeds [n] 

SPACING ACGINPS distance between any two objects [n -S]  

SPAEING AEGINPS act of foretelling (to tell of or about in advance) [n -S]  

SPILING GIILNPS piling (structure of building supports) [n -S]  

STAGING AGGINST temporary platform [n -S] 

STOPING GINOPST process of excavating in layers [n -S] 

STYLING GILNSTY way in which something is styled [n -S]  

SUBBING BBGINSU thin coating on support of photographic film [n -S]  

SUITING GIINSTU fabric for making suits [n -S]  

SURFING FGINRSU act or sport of riding surf (breaking waves) [n -S] 

SWILING GIILNSW activity of hunting seals [n -S] 

TABBING ABBGINT use of tab key on keyboard [n -S] 

TABLING ABGILNT setting of data or information in tables (columns) [n -S]  

TAILING AGIILNT part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n -S]  

TAKINGS AGIKNST TAKING, seizure (act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n] 

TALKING AGIKLNT conversation [n -S]  

TAMPING AGIMNPT act of packing down by tapping [n -S]  

TANNING AGINNNT process of converting hides into leather [n -S]  

TAPINGS AGINPST TAPING, act or instance of recording something on magnetic tape [n] 

TAPPING AGINPPT process or means by which something is tapped [n -S]  

TASTING AGINSTT gathering for sampling wines or foods [n -S]  

TATTING AGINTTT delicate handmade lace [n -S]  

TESTING EGINSTT act of evaluating one by examination [n -S]  

THAWING AGHINTW melting of frozen substance [n -S]  

TICKING CGIIKNT strong cotton fabric [n -S]  

TIDINGS DGIINST TIDING, piece of news [n] 

TILINGS GIILNST TILING, surface of tiles [n] 

TIMINGS GIIMNST TIMING, selection of proper moment for doing something [n] 

TINTING GIINNTT process of one that tints [n -S]  

TITHING GHIINTT act of levying tithes [n -S]  

TOLLING GILLNOT collecting of tolls [n -S]  

TOOLING GILNOOT ornamentation done with tools [n -S]  

TOPPING GINOPPT something that forms top [n -S]  

TOURING GINORTU cross-country skiing for pleasure [n -S]  

TRACING ACGINRT something that is traced [n -S]  

TRADING ADGINRT action of exchanging commodities [n -S]  

TUBINGS BGINSTU TUBING, material in form of tube [n] 

TUCKING CGIKNTU series of stitched folds in garment [n -S]  

TUFTING FGINTTU cluster of tufts used for decoration [n -S]  

TUNINGS GINNSTU TUNING, act of adjusting musical instrument to correct pitch [n] 

TUPPING GINPPTU act of ram copulating with ewe [n -S]  

TURNING GINNRTU rotation about axis [n -S]  

TYPINGS GINPSTY TYPING, activity of writing with typewriter [n] 

UNDOING DGINNOU cause of ruin [n -S]  

UPPINGS GINPPSU UPPING, process of marking young swans for identification purposes [n] 

URGINGS GGINRSU URGING, attempt to persuade someone to do something [n] 

VEILING EGIILNV veil [n -S]  
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VEINING EGIINNV network of veins [n -S]  

VESTING EGINSTV right of employee to share in and withdraw from pension fund without penalty [n -S]  

VIEWING EGIINVW act of seeing, watching, or looking [n -S]  

VOGUING GGINOUV dance consisting of series of styled poses [n -S]  

VOICING CGIINOV tonal quality of instrument in ensemble [n -S]  

WADDING ADDGINW wad [n -S]  

WAITING AGIINTW act of one who waits [n -S]  

WAKINGS AGIKNSW WAKING, state of being awake [n] 

WALKING AGIKLNW act of one that walks [n -S]  

WARMING AGIMNRW act or instance of making something warm [n -S] 

WARNING AGINNRW something that warns (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [n -S]  

WASHING AGHINSW articles washed or to be washed [n -S] 

WAXINGS AGINSWX WAXING, act of one that waxes [n] 

WEAVING AEGINVW activity of creating woven materials [n -S]  

WEBBING BBEGINW woven strip of fiber [n -S]  

WEDDING DDEGINW marriage ceremony [n -S]  

WEEPING EEGINPW act of one that weeps [n -S]  

WELTING EGILNTW cord or strip used to reinforce seam [n -S]  

WESTING EGINSTW shifting west [n -S] 

WETTING EGINTTW liquid used in moistening something [n -S]  

WHALING AGHILNW industry of hunting and processing whales [n -S]  

WHITING GHIINTW marine food fish [n -S]  

WHORING GHINORW use of services of prostitute [n -S] 

WICKING CGIIKNW material for wicks [n -S] 

WIGGING GGGIINW scolding (harsh reproof) [n -S]  

WILDING DGIILNW wild plant or animal [n -S]  

WINDING DGIINNW material wound about object [n -S]  

WIRINGS GIINRSW WIRING, system of electric wires [n] 

WITTING GIINTTW knowledge [n -S]  

WORDING DGINORW act or style of expressing in words [n -S]  

WORKING GIKNORW mining excavation [n -S]  

WRITING GIINRTW written composition [n -S]  

YAWPING AGINPWY loud, harsh cry [n -S] 

YEALING AEGILNY person of same age [n -S] 

YELLING EGILLNY act or instance of making loud cry [n -S]  

ZONINGS GINNOSZ ZONING, division of city or land into areas subject to planning restrictions [n] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s -ING (noun; material made for; activity, result of activity) 

AGENTING AEGGINNT business or activities of agent [n -S]  

ALIASING AAGIILNS appearance of distortions in computer graphics [n -S]  

ARCADING AACDGINR arcade [n -S]  

BABBLING ABBBGILN idle talk [n -S]  

BEAGLING ABEGGILN activity of hunting with beagles [n -S]  

BECOMING BCEGIMNO process of change [n -S]  

BERRYING BEGINRRY activity of gathering berries [n -S]  
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BERTHING BEGHINRT action of mooring ship [n -S]  

BINGEING BEGGIINN act of indulging in something to excess [n -S]  

BIRTHING BGHIINRT act of giving birth [n -S] 

BLACKING ABCGIKLN black shoe polish [n -S]  

BLAGGING ABGGGILN informal talk in public [n -S]  

BLASTING ABGILNST act of one that blasts [n -S]  

BLEBBING BBBEGILN forming of blister [n -S] 

BLEEDING BDEEGILN act of losing blood [n -S]  

BLENDING BDEGILNN action of mixing together [n -S]  

BLESSING BEGILNSS prayer (devout petition to deity) [n -S]  

BLINDING BDGIILNN act of causing blindness [n -S]  

BLOATING ABGILNOT state of being swollen [n -S]  

BLOCKING BCGIKLNO act of obstructing (to get in way of) [n -S]  

BLOGGING BGGGILNO act or practice of recording personal comments on Web site [n -S]  

BLOODING BDGILNOO fox hunting ceremony [n -S]  

BLOOMING BGILMNOO process for smelting iron [n -S]  

BOARDING ABDGINOR surface of wooden boards [n -S]  

BONUSING BGINNOSU act of subsidizing something [n -S] 

BOTTLING BGILNOTT bottled beverage [n -S]  

BRAIDING ABDGIINR something made of braided material [n -S]  

BRANDING ABDGINNR promoting of product by associating it with brand name [n -S] 

BREAKING ABEGIKNR change of pure vowel to diphthong [n -S]  

BREEDING BDEEGINR upbringing [n -S]  

BRIDGING BDGGIINR bracing (brace or reinforcement) [n -S]  

BRIEFING BEFGIINR short lecture [n -S]  

BRONZING BGINNORZ brownish coloring [n -S]  

BROWNING BGINNORW brown flour used for coloring gravy [n -S]  

BRUISING BGIINRSU injury that does not break surface of skin [n -S]  

BUILDING BDGIILNU something that is built [n -S]  

BUMBLING BBGILMNU instance of clumsiness [n -S]  

BUNDLING BDGILNNU former courtship custom [n -S]  

BUNGLING BGGILNNU something done clumsily [n -S]  

BURBLING BBGILNRU breaking up of airflow into turbulence [n -S]  

CANOEING ACEGINNO action or sport of paddling canoe [n -S]  

CAROLING ACGILNOR act of singing joyously [n -S]  

CASTLING ACGILNST certain move in chess [n -S]  

CATERING ACEGINRT work of caterer [n -S]  

CAULKING ACGIKLNU material used to caulk [n -S]  

CENTRING CEGINNRT temporary framework for arch [n -S]  

CHARGING ACGGHINR illegal play in hockey [n -S]  

CHORDING CDGHINOR act of playing chord [n -S] 

CHROMING CGHIMNOR chromium ore [n -S] 

CHURNING CGHINNRU butter churned at one time [n -S]  

CLADDING ACDDGILN something that overlays (to lie over) [n -S]  

CLEANING ACEGILNN act of ridding of dirt or stain [n -S]  

CLEARING ACEGILNR open space [n -S]  

CLIMBING BCGIILMN sport or activity of ascending mountains [n -S]  
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CLIPPING CGIILNPP something that is clipped out or off [n -S] 

CLOGGING CGGGILNO act of dancing while wearing shoes with thick wooden soles [n -S] 

CLOTHING CGHILNOT wearing apparel [n -S]  

CLUBBING BBCGILNU practice of frequenting nightclubs [n -S]  

COACHING ACCGHINO work of one that coaches [n -S]  

COASTING ACGINOST coastal trade [n -S]  

COLORING CGILNOOR appearance in regard to color [n -S]  

COUCHING CCGHINOU form of embroidery [n -S]  

COUPLING CGILNOPU joining device [n -S]  

COURSING CGINORSU pursuit of game by hounds [n -S]  

COVERING CEGINORV something that covers (to place something over or upon) [n -S]  

CRACKING ACCGIKNR chemical process [n -S]  

CRADLING ACDGILNR framework in ceiling [n -S]  

CRAMMING ACGIMMNR fraudulent adding to charges of phone bill [n -S]  

CRESTING CEGINRST decorative coping [n -S]  

CRIBBING BBCGIINR supporting framework [n -S]  

CROSSING CGINORSS intersection [n -S]  

CRUISING CGIINRSU act of driving around in search of fun [n -S]  

DABBLING ABBDGILN superficial interest [n -S]  

DAIRYING ADGIINRY business of dairy [n -S] 

DEMINING DEGIIMNN removal of mines [n -S] 

DIALLING ADGIILLN dialing (measurement of time by sundials) [n -S]  

DOUCHING CDGHINOU cleansing with jet of water [n -S]  

DOWELING DEGILNOW cylindrical rod [n -S]  

DRAFTING ADFGINRT mechanical drawing [n -S]  

DREDGING DDEGGINR matter that is dredged up [n -S]  

DRESSING DEGINRSS material applied to cover wound [n -S]  

DRILLING DGIILLNR heavy twilled cotton fabric [n -S]  

DRINKING DGIIKNNR habit of drinking alcoholic beverages [n -S]  

DRIPPING DGIINPPR juice drawn from meat during cooking [n -S]  

DROPPING DGINOPPR something that has been dropped [n -S]  

DRUBBING BBDGINRU severe beating [n -S]  

DRUMMING DGIMMNRU act of beating drum [n -S]  

DUELLING DEGILLNU dueling (contest between two persons with deadly weapons) [n -S]  

DWELLING DEGILLNW place of residence [n -S]  

ELBOWING BEGILNOW act of fouling opponent with elbow (joint of arm) [n -S]  

EVENTING EEGINNTV equestrian competition [n -S] 

FACETING ACEFGINT surface of cut gemstone [n -S]  

FAGOTING AFGGINOT type of embroidery [n -S]  

FETTLING EFGILNTT loose material thrown on hearth of furnace to protect it [n -S] 

FIDDLING DDFGIILN action of playing violin [n -S]  

FIGHTING FGGHIINT act of one that fights [n -S]  

FLAGGING AFGGGILN type of pavement (paved surface) [n -S]  

FLANGING AFGGILNN providing of protecting rim on object [n -S]  

FLASHING AFGHILNS sheet metal used in waterproofing roof [n -S]  

FLESHING EFGHILNS distribution of lean and fat on animal [n -S]  

FLOCKING CFGIKLNO velvety design in short fibers on cloth or paper [n -S] 
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FLOGGING FGGGILNO whipping (material used to whip) [n -S]  

FLOODING DFGILNOO filling with fluid to excess [n -S]  

FLOORING FGILNOOR floor [n -S]  

FLOSSING FGILNOSS act of one that flosses [n -S]  

FLUSHING FGHILNSU act of blushing (to become red) [n -S]  

FONDLING DFGILNNO one that is fondled [n -S]  

FRACKING ACFGIKNR injection of fluid into shale beds in order to free up petroleum reserves [n -S]  

FRAGGING AFGGGINR act of one that frags [n -S]  

FREEZING EEFGINRZ method by which foods are frozen to preserve them [n -S] 

FRILLING FGIILLNR arrangement of frills [n -S]  

FRINGING FGGIINNR ornamental border of loose short strips [n -S]  

FROSTING FGINORST icing (sweet mixture for covering cakes) [n -S]  

FROTHING FGHINORT layer of foam in liquid or solid [n -S]  

FRUITING FGIINRTU production of fruit on tree [n -S] 

GHOSTING GGHINOST false image on television screen [n -S] 

GLEANING AEGGILNN something that is gleaned [n -S]  

GLOAMING AGGILMNO twilight (early evening light) [n -S] 

GLOOMING GGILMNOO gloaming (twilight (early evening light)) [n -S]  

GREENING EEGGINNR variety of apple [n -S]  

GREETING EEGGINRT salutation [n -S]  

GROUPING GGINOPRU set of objects [n -S]  

GRUELING EGGILNRU exhausting experience [n -S]  

HAGGLING AGGGHILN bargaining about price [n -S]  

HANDLING ADGHILNN manner in which something is handled [n -S]  

HATCHING ACGHHINT series of lines used to show shading [n -S]  

HAUNTING AGHINNTU visitation by ghost [n -S]  

HOARDING ADGHINOR something hoarded [n -S] 

INCOMING CGIIMNNO arrival (act of arriving (to reach destination)) [n -S] 

INDEXING DEGIINNX linking of wages and prices to cost-of-living levels [n -S]  

JANNYING AGIJNNNY action of one that jannies [n -S]  

JOUSTING GIJNOSTU mounted contest using lances [n -S]  

JUGGLING GGGIJLNU jugglery (art of juggler) [n -S] 

KAYAKING AAGIKKNY act or skill of managing kayak [n -S] 

KNITTING GIIKNNTT work done by knitter [n -S]  

KNOTTING GIKNNOTT fringe made of knotted threads [n -S]  

LAUGHING AGGHILNU laughter (act or sound of one that laughs) [n -S]  

LAYERING AEGILNRY layerage (method of plant propagation) [n -S]  

LEARNING AEGILNNR acquired knowledge [n -S] 

LIGHTING GGHIILNT illumination [n -S]  

LOATHING AGHILNOT extreme dislike [n -S]  

LOBBYING BBGILNOY soliciting of support of influential person [n -S]  

LUSTRING GILNRSTU glossy silk fabric [n -S]  

LYNCHING CGHILNNY act of one who lynches [n -S]  

MANTLING AGILMNNT ornamental cloth [n -S]  

MARBLING ABGILMNR intermixture of fat and lean in meat [n -S]  

MIDDLING DDGIILMN cut of pork [n -S]  

MISDOING DGIIMNOS instance of doing wrong [n -S]  
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MODELING DEGILMNO treatment of volume in sculpture [n -S]  

MORPHING GHIMNOPR transformation of one form into another [n -S]  

MOTORING GIMNOORT recreation of traveling by automobile [n -S]  

MOTTLING GILMNOTT irregular arrangement of spots [n -S]  

MOULDING DGILMNOU molding (long, narrow strip used to decorate surface) [n -S]  

MOUNTING GIMNNOTU something that provides backing or appropriate setting for something else [n -S]  

MOURNING GIMNNORU outward sign of grief [n -S]  

MUMBLING BGILMMNU act of speaking unclearly [n -S] 

NEEDLING DEEGILNN act of one who needles [n -S] 

NESTLING EGILNNST young bird [n -S]  

NIGGLING GGGIILNN petty or meticulous work [n -S]  

NONBEING BEGINNNO lack of being [n -S] 

NOODLING DGILNNOO action of idly playing musical instrument [n -S] 

NORTHING GHINNORT movement toward north [n -S] 

OFFERING EFFGINOR contribution [n -S] 

ONCOMING CGIMNNOO approach [n -S] 

PADDLING ADDGILNP act of one who paddles [n -S]  

PAINTING AGIINNPT picture made with paints [n -S]  

PANELING AEGILNNP material with which to panel [n -S]  

PARTYING AGINPRTY participation in party [n -S]  

PHARMING AGHIMNPR production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals [n -S] 

PHISHING GHHIINPS practice of using email illegally to induce people to reveal personal information [n -S]  

PHRASING AGHINPRS manner or style of verbal expression [n -S]  

PIERCING CEGIINPR piece of jewelry attached to pierced flesh [n -S]  

PILOTING GIILNOPT branch of navigation [n -S] 

PLAITING AGIILNPT something that is plaited [n -S]  

PLANKING AGIKLNNP covering made of planks [n -S] 

PLANNING AGILNNNP establishment of goals or policies [n -S]  

PLANTING AGILNNPT area where plants are grown [n -S]  

PLEADING ADEGILNP allegation in legal action [n -S]  

PLEATING AEGILNPT arrangement of pleats (small folds) in garment [n -S]  

PLUMBING BGILMNPU pipe system of building [n -S]  

POINTING GIINNOPT cement or mortar filling joints of brickwork [n -S]  

PRESSING EGINPRSS instance of stamping with press [n -S]  

PRICKING CGIIKNPR prickly feeling [n -S]  

PRINTING GIINNPRT reproduction from printing surface [n -S]  

PUDDLING DDGILNPU process of converting pig iron to wrought iron [n -S]  

PURFLING FGILNPRU ornamental border [n -S]  

QUILLING GIILLNQU material that is quilled [n -S]  

QUILTING GIILNQTU material that is used for making quilts [n -S] 

QUOINING GIINNOQU materials (as stones or bricks) used to form external corner of building [n -S] 

RALLYING AGILLNRY sport of driving in rallyes [n -S]  

RANCHING ACGHINNR work of running ranch [n -S]  

RATTLING AGILNRTT ratline (one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder) [n -S] 

RAVELING AEGILNRV loose thread [n -S]  

RAVENING AEGINNRV rapacity (quality of being ravenous (extremely hungry)) [n -S] 

REEDLING DEEGILNR marsh bird [n -S] 
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REFINING EFGIINNR process of removing impurities from something [n -S]  

RETCHING CEGHINRT effort to vomit [n -S]  

REVILING EGIILNRV act of denouncing with abusive language [n -S] 

REZONING EGINNORZ act of rezoning [n -S]  

ROASTING AGINORST severe criticism [n -S]  

ROCKLING CGIKLNOR marine fish [n -S] 

ROUGHING GGHINORU excessive use of force in hockey [n -S]  

RUMBLING BGILMNRU thunderous sound [n -S]  

SAMPLING AGILMNPS small part selected for analysis [n -S] 

SCANNING ACGINNNS close examination [n -S]  

SCHEMING CEGHIMNS act of planning or plotting [n -S]  

SCOLDING CDGILNOS harsh reproof [n -S]  

SCOURING CGINORSU material removed by scouring [n -S]  

SCOUTING CGINOSTU act of one that scouts [n -S]  

SCRAPING ACGINPRS something scraped off [n -S]  

SETTLING EGILNSTT sediment [n -S]  

SHAFTING AFGHINST system of rods for transmitting motion or power [n -S]  

SHEARING AEGHINRS instance of cutting hair or wool [n -S]  

SHEETING EEGHINST material in form of sheets [n -S]  

SHELVING EGHILNSV material for shelves [n -S]  

SHIELING EGHIILNS shealing (shepherd's hut) [n -S] 

SHIFTING FGHIINST act of moving from one place to another [n -S]  

SHIPPING GHIINPPS business of one that ships [n -S]  

SHIRRING GHIINRRS shirred arrangement of cloth [n -S]  

SHIRTING GHIINRST fabric used for making shirts [n -S] 

SHOOTING GHINOOST act of one that shoots [n -S]  

SHOPPING GHINOPPS act of one that shops [n -S]  

SHUCKING CGHIKNSU act of one that shucks [n -S]  

SIGHTING GGHIINST observation [n -S]  

SKIDDING DDGIIKNS work of hauling logs from cutting area [n -S]  

SKIMMING GIIKMMNS something that is skimmed from liquid [n -S]  

SKIORING GIIKNORS form of skiing [n -S] 

SKIRTING GIIKNRST board at base of wall [n -S] 

SLABBING ABBGILNS act of removing slabs from log [n -S]  

SLAGGING AGGGILNS process of converting ore into slag [n -S]  

SLAMMING AGILMMNS practice of switching person's telephone service from one company to another without permission [n -S]  

SLASHING AGHILNSS act of one that slashes [n -S] 

SLATTING AGILNSTT material for making slats [n -S]  

SLEDDING DDEGILNS act of one that sleds [n -S]  

SLEEPING EEGILNPS act of one that sleeps [n -S]  

SLEEVING EEGILNSV tubular insulation for electric cables [n -S]  

SLIMMING GIILMMNS reducing of one's weight [n -S]  

SLUBBING BBGILNSU slightly twisted roll of textile fibers [n -S]  

SMELTING EGILMNST process of melting ores to obtain metal [n -S]  

SMITHING GHIIMNST work of smith [n -S] 

SMOCKING CGIKMNOS type of embroidery [n -S]  

SMUDGING DGGIMNSU act of smearing (to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance) [n -S]  
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SNIPPING GIINNPPS piece of something that has been snipped off [n -S]  

SOUNDING DGINNOSU sampling of opinions [n -S] 

SOURCING CGINORSU act of obtaining something from point of origin [n -S] 

SOUTHING GHINOSTU movement toward south [n -S]  

SPALLING AGILLNPS chip of stone or ore [n -S]  

SPAMMING AGIMMNPS practice of sending out unsolicited email [n -S]  

SPANKING AGIKNNPS act of one that spanks [n -S]  

SPEAKING AEGIKNPS speech or discourse [n -S]  

SPEARING AEGINPRS act of piercing with spear [n -S]  

SPEEDING DEEGINPS act of driving faster than law allows [n -S]  

SPEERING EEGINPRS inquiry (question) [n -S]  

SPELLING EGILLNPS sequence of letters composing word [n -S]  

SPINNING GIINNNPS act of one that spins [n -S]  

SPOOLING GILNOOPS temporary storage of data for later output [n -S]  

SPOTTING GINOPSTT practice of watching for examples of something [n -S]  

SPOUTING GINOPSTU channel for draining off water from roof [n -S]  

STABBING ABBGINST act of piercing someone with pointed weapon [n -S]  

STABLING ABGILNST accommodation for animals in stable [n -S]  

STAFFING AFFGINST providing with staff [n -S] 

STALKING AGIKLNST act of one that stalks [n -S]  

STANDING ADGINNST position or condition in society [n -S]  

STEADING ADEGINST small farm [n -S]  

STEALING AEGILNST act of one that steals [n -S]   

STEERING EEGINRST act of directing course of vehicle or vessel [n -S]  

STEEVING EEGINSTV angular elevation of bowsprit from ship's keel [n -S]  

STIRRING GIINRRST beginning of motion [n -S]  

STOCKING CGIKNOST knitted or woven covering for foot and leg [n -S]  

STOOKING GIKNOOST work of stooker [n -S]  

STRIKING GIIKNRST act of hitting something forcibly [n -S]  

STRIPING GIINPRST stripes marked or painted on something [n -S]  

STROBING BGINORST process of producing high-intensity flashes of light [n -S] 

STUDDING DDGINSTU framework of wall [n -S]  

STUFFING FFGINSTU material with which something is stuffed [n -S]  

SUCKLING CGIKLNSU unweaned mammal [n -S] 

SUGARING AGGINRSU process of boiling down maple sap into syrup [n -S]  

SWARMING AGIMNRSW surrounding of victim by group of attackers [n -S]  

SWEARING AEGINRSW act of uttering solemn oath [n -S]  

SWEEPING EEGINPSW act of one that sweeps [n -S]  

SWELLING EGILLNSW something that is swollen [n -S]  

SWIMMING GIIMMNSW act of one that swims [n -S]  

SWINGING GGIINNSW practice of swapping sex partners [n -S] 

TACKLING ACGIKLNT equipment [n -S]  

TEACHING ACEGHINT doctrine (belief or set of beliefs taught or advocated) [n -S]  

TEETHING EEGHINTT first growth of teeth [n -S]  

THINKING GHIIKNNT opinion or judgment [n -S]  

THINNING GHIINNNT act of thinning [n -S]  

TINKLING GIIKLNNT sound made by something that tinkles [n -S]  
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TOASTING AGINOSTT adding of rhythmic speech to reggae music [n -S]  

TONGUING GGINNOTU use of tongue in articulating notes on wind instrument [n -S] 

TOWELING EGILNOTW material used for towels [n -S]  

TRACKING ACGIKNRT placement of students within curriculum [n -S]  

TRAINING AGIINNRT systematic instruction [n -S]  

TRAPPING AGINPPRT covering for horse [n -S]  

TREATING AEGINRTT act of providing someone with something pleasurable [n -S]  

TRIFLING FGIILNRT waste of time [n -S]  

TRIMMING GIIMMNRT something added as decoration [n -S]  

TRIPPING GIINPPRT act of one that trips [n -S]  

TROLLING GILLNORT act of one that trolls [n -S] 

TROTTING GINORTTT harness racing [n -S]  

TROUTING GINORTTU activity of fishing for trout [n -S] 

TRUCKING CGIKNRTU truckage (transportation of goods by trucks) [n -S]  

TRUNKING GIKNNRTU system of electrical or telephone lines [n -S] 

TRUSSING GINRSSTU framework of structure [n -S]  

TUMBLING BGILMNTU sport of gymnastics [n -S]  

TURTLING GILNRTTU act of one that turtles [n -S]  

TWILLING GIILLNTW twilled fabric [n -S]  

TWINNING GIINNNTW bearing of two children at same birth [n -S]  

TWISTING GIINSTTW form of trickery used in selling life insurance [n -S]  

UPDOMING DGIMNOPU upward deformation of rock mass into dome shape [n -S] 

UPRISING GIINPRSU revolt [n -S]  

VAPORING AGINOPRV boastful talk [n -S]  

VAULTING AGILNTUV structure forming vault [n -S]  

VISITING GIIINSTV act or instance of visiting someone or something [n -S]  

VOGUEING EGGINOUV voguing (dance consisting of series of styled poses) [n -S]  

VOYAGING AGGINOVY action of travelling over or across, especially by sea [n -S] 

WAFFLING AFFGILNW indecisive statement or position [n -S]  

WAGERING AEGGINRW act of risking something on uncertain outcome [n -S]  

WAISTING AGIINSTW type of dressmaking material [n -S] 

WAKENING AEGIKNNW act of one that wakens [n -S] 

WATERING AEGINRTW act of one that waters [n -S] 

WAYGOING AGGINOWY act of leaving (to go away from) [n -S] 

WEAKLING AEGIKLNW weak person [n -S] 

WEANLING AEGILNNW recently weaned child or animal [n -S] 

WHACKING ACGHIKNW act or instance of striking something sharply [n -S]  

WHEELING EEGHILNW condition of road for vehicles [n -S]  

WHIPPING GHIINPPW material used to whip [n -S] 

WILDLING DGIILLNW wilding (wild plant or animal) [n -S] 

WINDLING DGIILNNW bundle of straw [n -S]  

WITCHING CGHIINTW sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -S]  

WRAPPING AGINPPRW material in which something is wrapped [n -S]  

WRECKING CEGIKNRW occupation of salvaging wrecked objects [n -S]  

YACHTING ACGHINTY sport of sailing in yachts [n -S]  

YEARNING AEGINNRY strong or deep desire [n -S]  
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	ACTINGS ACGINST ACTING, occupation of actor [n]
	AGEINGS AEGGINS AGEING, aging (process of growing old) [n]
	AIRINGS AGIINRS AIRING, exposure to air [n]
	ANGLING AGGILNN sport of fishing [n -S]
	ANTINGS AGINNST ANTING, deliberate placing, by certain birds, of living ants among feathers [n]
	ARCHING ACGHINR series of arches [n -S]
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	BELLING BEGILLN mock serenade for newlyweds [n -S]
	BELTING BEGILNT material for belts [n -S]
	BETTING BEGINTT act of gambling on outcome of race [n -S]
	BIBBING BBBGIIN act of tippling (to drink alcoholic beverages) [n -S]
	BIDDING BDDGIIN command [n -S]
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	BINDING BDGIINN cover and fastenings of book [n -S]
	BINGING BGGIINN bingeing (act of indulging in something to excess) [n -S]
	BIRDING BDGIINR bird-watching [n -S]
	BIRLING BGIILNR lumberjack's game [n -S]
	BITTING BGIINTT indentation in key [n -S]
	BLADING ABDGILN act of skating on in-line skates [n -S]
	BLUEING BEGILNU bluing (fabric coloring) [n -S]
	BLUINGS BGILNSU BLUING, fabric coloring [n]
	BOATING ABGINOT sport of traveling by boat [n -S]
	BODINGS BDGINOS BODING, omen [n]
	BOMBING BBGIMNO attack with bombs [n -S]
	BONDING BDGINNO formation of close personal relationship [n -S]
	BOOKING BGIKNOO engagement [n -S]
	BOOZING BGINOOZ act of drinking liquor excessively [n -S]
	BORINGS BGINORS BORING, inner cavity [n]
	BORKING BGIKNOR act of attacking candidate in media [n -S]
	BOWINGS BGINOSW BOWING, technique of managing bow of stringed instrument [n]
	BOWLING BGILNOW game in which balls are rolled at objects [n -S]
	BOXINGS BGINOSX BOXING, casing (protective outer covering) [n]
	BRACING ABCGINR brace or reinforcement [n -S]
	BREWING BEGINRW quantity brewed at one time [n -S]
	BROKING BGIKNOR business of broker [n -S]
	BUDDING BDDGINU type of asexual reproduction [n -S]
	BUNTING BGINNTU fabric used for flags [n -S]
	BURNING BGINNRU firing of ceramic materials [n -S]
	BUSHING BGHINSU lining for hole [n -S]
	BUSINGS BGINSSU BUSING, act of transporting by bus [n]
	BUSKING BGIKNSU act of performing as busker [n -S]
	BUSSING BGINSSU busing (act of transporting by bus) [n -S]
	BUZZING BGINUZZ buzzing noise [n -S]
	CABLING ABCGILN cable or cables used for fastening something [n -S]
	CALKING ACGIKLN material used to calk [n -S]
	CALLING ACGILLN vocation or profession [n -S]
	CAMPING ACGIMNP act of living outdoors [n -S]
	CANINGS ACGINNS CANING, punishment with cane [n]
	CANNING ACGINNN business of preserving food in airtight containers [n -S]
	CAPPING ACGINPP wax covering in honeycomb [n -S]
	CARDING ACDGINR process of combing and cleaning cotton fibers; cleaned and combed fibers [n -S]
	CARINGS ACGINRS CARING, work of looking after someone [n]
	CARLING ACGILNR beam supporting ship's deck [n -S]
	CARPING ACGINPR act of one who carps [n -S]
	CARVING ACGINRV carved figure or design [n -S]
	CASINGS ACGINSS CASING, protective outer covering [n]
	CASTING ACGINST something made in mold [n -S]
	CAVINGS ACGINSV CAVING, sport of exploring caves [n]
	CEILING CEGIILN overhead lining of room [n -S]
	CHASING ACGHINS design engraved on metal [n -S]
	CLONING CGILNNO technique for reproducing by asexual means [n -S]
	CLOSING CGILNOS concluding part [n -S]
	COAMING ACGIMNO raised border [n -S]
	COATING ACGINOT covering layer [n -S]
	COAXING ACGINOX act of cajoling [n -S]
	CODINGS CDGINOS CODING, process of converting into symbols [n]
	CODLING CDGILNO unripe apple [n -S]
	COKINGS CGIKNOS COKING, process of converting coal into coke (carbon fuel) [n]
	COMINGS CGIMNOS COMING, arrival (act of arriving (to reach destination)) [n]
	COMPING CGIMNOP playing of jazz accompaniment [n -S]
	COOKING CGIKNOO act of one that cooks [n -S]
	COPINGS CGINOPS COPING, top part of wall [n]
	CORDING CDGINOR ribbed surface of cloth [n -S]
	COSTING CGINOST estimation of price of production of something [n -S]
	COVINGS CGINOSV COVING, concave molding [n]
	COWLING CGILNOW covering for aircraft engine [n -S]
	CRAVING ACGINRV great desire [n -S]
	CRAZING ACGINRZ fine surface crack on pottery [n -S]
	CUPPING CGINPPU archaic medical process [n -S]
	CURBING BCGINRU concrete border along street [n -S]
	CURLING CGILNRU game played on ice [n -S]
	CUTTING CGINTTU section cut from plant [n -S]
	CYCLING CCGILNY act of riding bicycle [n -S]
	DAMPING ADGIMNP ability of device to prevent instability [n -S]
	DARINGS ADGINRS DARING, bravery (courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n]
	DARNING ADGINNR things to be darned [n -S]
	DATINGS ADGINST DATING, act of one that dates [n]
	DAWNING ADGINNW daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n -S]
	DEALING ADEGILN business transaction [n -S]
	DECKING CDEGIKN material for ship's deck (platform serving as floor) [n -S]
	DIALING ADGIILN measurement of time by sundials [n -S]
	DININGS DGIINNS DINING, activity of eating dinner [n]
	DIVINGS DGIINSV DIVING, act or sport of plunging headfirst into water [n]
	DOPINGS DGINOPS DOPING, use of drugs by athletes [n]
	DOWSING DGINOSW technique for searching for underground water [n -S]
	DRAWING ADGINRW portrayal in lines of form or figure [n -S]
	DRIVING DGIINRV management of motor vehicle [n -S]
	DROVING DGINORV work of drover [n -S]
	DUBBING BBDGINU material for softening and waterproofing leather [n -S]
	DUCTING CDGINTU system of ducts [n -S]
	DUELING DEGILNU contest between two persons with deadly weapons [n -S]
	DUMPING DGIMNPU selling of large quantities of goods at below market price [n -S]
	DUNKING DGIKNNU act of dipping something into liquid [n -S]
	DUPINGS DGINPSU DUPING, act of duplicating something [n]
	DUSTING DGINSTU light sprinkling [n -S]
	DYEINGS DEGINSY DYEING, something colored with dye [n]
	EASTING AEGINST movement toward east [n -S]
	EATINGS AEGINST EATING, act of consuming food [n]
	EDGINGS DEGGINS EDGING, something that forms or serves as edge [n]
	ENDINGS DEGINNS ENDING, termination [n]
	ETCHING CEGHINT etched design [n -S]
	EVENING EEGINNV latter part of day and early part of night [n -S]
	FACINGS ACFGINS FACING, lining at edge of garment [n]
	FADINGS ADFGINS FADING, Irish dance [n]
	FAILING AFGIILN minor fault or weakness [n -S]
	FAIRING AFGIINR structure on aircraft serving to reduce drag [n -S]
	FALLING AFGILLN felling of trees for timber [n -S]
	FARMING AFGIMNR business of operating farm [n -S]
	FASTING AFGINST abstention from eating [n -S]
	FEEDING DEEFGIN act of giving food to person or animal [n -S]
	FEELING EEFGILN function or power of perceiving by touch [n -S]
	FELTING EFGILNT felted material [n -S]
	FENCING CEFGINN art of using sword in attack and defense [n -S]
	FILINGS FGIILNS FILING, particle removed by file [n]
	FILLING FGIILLN that which is used to fill something [n -S]
	FINDING DFGIINN something that is found [n -S]
	FININGS FGIINNS FINING, clarifying of wines [n]
	FIRINGS FGIINRS FIRING, process of maturing ceramic products by heat [n]
	FISHING FGHIINS occupation or pastime of catching fish [n -S]
	FISTING FGIINST offensive word [n -S]
	FITTING FGIINTT small often standardized accessory part [n -S]
	FIXINGS FGIINSX accompaniments to main dish of meal [n -S]
	FLUTING FGILNTU series of parallel grooves [n -S]
	FLYINGS FGILNSY FLYING, operation of aircraft [n]
	FLYTING FGILNTY dispute in verse form [n -S]
	FOALING AFGILNO act of giving birth to horse [n -S]
	FOGGING FGGGINO covering with fog [n -S]
	FOOTING FGINOOT foothold (secure support for feet) [n -S]
	FORGING FGGINOR forgery (act of forging) [n -S]
	FOULING FGILNOU deposit or crust [n -S]
	FOWLING FGILNOW hunting of birds [n -S]
	FOXINGS FGINOSX FOXING, piece of material used to cover upper portion of shoe [n]
	FRAMING AFGIMNR framework [n -S]
	FRAYING AFGINRY something worn off by rubbing [n -S]
	FUNDING DFGINNU money provided for particular purpose [n -S]
	FURRING FGINRRU trimming or lining of fur [n -S]
	GAMINGS AGGIMNS GAMING, practice of gambling [n]
	GASKING AGGIKNS gasket (packing for making something fluid-tight) [n v]
	GASSING AGGINSS poisoning by noxious gas [n -S]
	GATINGS AGGINST GATING, process of opening and closing channel [n]
	GEARING AEGGINR system of gears [n -S]
	GELDING DEGGILN castrated animal [n -S]
	GIFTING FGGIINT act of presenting with gift [n -S]
	GILDING DGGIILN application of gilt [n -S]
	GINNING GGIINNN cotton as it comes from gin [n -S]
	GLAZING AGGILNZ glaziery (work of glazier) [n v]
	GLEYING EGGILNY development of gley [n -S]
	GNAWING AGGINNW persistent dull pain [n -S]
	GODLING DGGILNO lesser god [n -S]
	GOLFING FGGILNO game of golf [n -S]
	GRATING AGGINRT network of bars covering opening [n -S]
	GRAZING AGGINRZ land used for feeding of animals [n -S]
	GUNNING GGINNNU sport of hunting with gun [n -S]
	HACKING ACGHIKN activity of riding horse for pleasure [n -S]
	HALVING AGHILNV act of fitting timbers together by cutting out half thickness of each [n -S]
	HANGING AGGHINN execution by strangling with suspended noose [n -S]
	HARPING AGHINPR wooden plank used in shipbuilding [n -S]
	HAULING AGHILNU action of transporting logs [n -S]
	HAWKING AGHIKNW falconry (sport of hunting with falcons) [n -S]
	HAYINGS AGHINSY HAYING, season for harvesting hay [n]
	HAZINGS AGHINSZ HAZING, attempt to embarrass or ridicule [n]
	HEADING ADEGHIN title [n -S]
	HEALING AEGHILN process of becoming healthy again [n -S]
	HEARING AEGHINR preliminary examination [n -S]
	HEATING AEGHINT act of making something hot [n -S]
	HEELING EEGHILN act of inclining laterally [n -S]
	HELPING EGHILNP portion of food [n -S]
	HERDING DEGHINR work of tending or moving livestock [n -S]
	HERRING EGHINRR food fish [n -S]
	HIDINGS DGHIINS HIDING, beating (defeat) [n]
	HISSING GHIINSS object of scorn [n -S]
	HOLDING DGHILNO something held [n -S]
	HOOKING GHIKNOO illegal move in hockey involving blade of stick [n -S]
	HOPPING GHINOPP going from one place to another of same kind [n -S]
	HORNING GHINNOR mock serenade for newlyweds [n -S]
	HOUSING GHINOSU any dwelling place [n -S]
	HUNTING GHINNTU instance of searching [n -S]
	HURLING GHILNRU Irish game [n -S]
	HUSKING GHIKNSU gathering of families to husk corn [n -S]
	IMAGING AGGIIMN action of producing visible representation [n -S]
	IMPINGS GIIMNPS IMPING, process of grafting [n]
	INBEING BEGIINN state of being inherent (existing in something as essential characteristic) [n -S]
	INNINGS GIINNNS INNING, division of baseball game [n]
	IRONING GIINNOR clothes pressed or to be pressed [n -S]
	ITCHING CGHIINT uneasy or tingling skin sensation [n -S]
	JESTING EGIJNST act of one who jests [n -S]
	JOGGING GGGIJNO practice of running at slow, steady pace [n -S]
	JOINING GIIJNNO juncture (act of joining) [n -S]
	JOSHING GHIJNOS act of teasing (to make fun of) [n -S]
	JOTTING GIJNOTT brief note [n -S]
	JUMPING GIJMNPU act of one that jumps [n -S]
	KARTING AGIKNRT sport of racing karts [n -S]
	KEENING EEGIKNN act of wailing loudly over dead [n -S]
	KEEPING EEGIKNP custody (guardianship (state of being guardian (one that guards))) [n -S]
	KEGLING EGGIKLN bowling (game in which balls are rolled at objects) [n -S]
	KENNING EGIKNNN metaphorical compound word or phrase [n -S]
	KERNING EGIKNNR act of forming projecting part of typeface [n -S]
	KICKING CGIIKKN act of striking with foot [n -S]
	KILLING GIIKLLN sudden notable success [n -S]
	KILTING GIIKLNT arrangement of kilt pleats [n -S]
	KITINGS GIIKNST KITING, act of flying kite [n]
	KITLING GIIKLNT young animal [n -S]
	KNIFING FGIIKNN act of stabbing with knife [n -S]
	KNOWING GIKNNOW knowledge [n -S]
	LACINGS ACGILNS LACING, contrasting marginal band of color [n]
	LADINGS ADGILNS LADING, cargo; freight [n]
	LAGGING AGGGILN insulating material [n -S]
	LAKINGS AGIKLNS LAKING, reddening of blood plasma by release of hemoglobin from red corpuscles [n]
	LAMBING ABGILMN birth of lambs on farm [n -S]
	LANDING ADGILNN place for discharging or taking on passengers or cargo [n -S]
	LASHING AGHILNS flogging (whipping (material used to whip)) [n -S]
	LASTING AGILNST durable fabric [n v]
	LATHING AGHILNT work made of or using laths [n -S]
	LAWINGS AGILNSW LAWING, bill for food or drink in tavern [n]
	LEADING ADEGILN covering or border of lead [n -S]
	LEANING AEGILNN tendency (inclination to act or think in particular way) [n -S]
	LEASING AEGILNS falsehood [n -S]
	LEAVING AEGILNV leftover (unused or unconsumed portion) [n -S]
	LEGGING EGGGILN covering for leg [n -S]
	LENDING DEGILNN act of giving something temporarily [n -S]
	LENSING EGILNNS act or instance of filming motion picture [n -S]
	LICKING CGIIKLN thrashing or beating [n -S]
	LIKINGS GIIKLNS LIKING, feeling of attraction or affection [n]
	LININGS GIILNNS LINING, inner layer [n]
	LIPPING GIILNPP liplike outgrowth of bone [n -S]
	LISPING GIILNPS act of lisping [n -S]
	LISTING GIILNST something that is listed [n -S]
	LIVINGS GIILNSV LIVING, means of subsistence [n]
	LOADING ADGILNO burden [n -S]
	LOAFING AFGILNO place where cattle are allowed to roam freely [n -S]
	LOANING AGILNNO lane (narrow passageway) [n -S]
	LODGING DGGILNO temporary place to live [n -S]
	LOGGING GGGILNO business of cutting down trees for timber [n -S]
	LONGING GGILNNO strong desire [n -S]
	LOOTING GILNOOT act of stealing goods left unprotected [n -S]
	LORDING DGILNOR lordling (young or unimportant lord) [n -S]
	LOSINGS GILNOSS LOSING, loss (act of one that loses) [n]
	LOVINGS GILNOSV LOVING, act of expressing love [n]
	LOWINGS GILNOSW LOWING, sound characteristic of cattle [n]
	LUTINGS GILNSTU LUTING, substance used as sealant [n]
	MAILING AGIILMN rented farm [n -S]
	MAKINGS AGIKMNS MAKING, material from which something can be developed [n]
	MALLING AGILLMN practice of shopping at malls (large buildings with many shops) [n -S]
	MALTING AGILMNT process of preparing grain for brewing [n -S]
	MAPPING AGIMNPP mathematical correspondence [n -S]
	MARKING AGIKMNR pattern of marks [n -S]
	MASKING AGIKMNS piece of scenery used to conceal parts of stage from audience [n -S]
	MATINGS AGIMNST MATING, period during which seasonal-breeding animal can mate [n]
	MATTING AGIMNTT woven fabric used as floor covering [n -S]
	MAULING AGILMNU act of injuring by beating [n -S]
	MAYINGS AGIMNSY MAYING, gathering of spring flowers [n]
	MEANING AEGIMNN something that one intends to convey by language [n -S]
	MEETING EEGIMNT assembly for common purpose [n -S]
	MENDING DEGIMNN accumulation of articles to be mended [n -S]
	MERGING EGGIMNR act of combining (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [n -S]
	MESHING EGHIMNS act of fitting together [n -S]
	MILINGS GIILMNS MILING, activity of running in one-mile race [n]
	MILLING GIILLMN corrugated edge on coin [n -S]
	MININGS GIIMNNS MINING, process or business of working mines (excavations in earth) [n]
	MOLDING DGILMNO long, narrow strip used to decorate surface [n -S]
	MOORING GIMNOOR place where vessel may be moored [n -S]
	MOSHING GHIMNOS frenzied dancing at rock concert [n -S]
	MOUSING GIMNOSU wrapping around shank end of hook [n -S]
	MOWINGS GIMNOSW MOWING, act of cutting down standing herbage [n]
	MUGGING GGGIMNU street assault or beating [n -S]
	MUMMING GIMMMNU performance of folk play by mummers [n -S]
	MUSHING GHIMNSU advancing across snow by dogsled [n -S]
	MUSINGS GIMNSSU MUSING, contemplation [n]
	NAGGING AGGGINN act of finding fault incessantly [n -S]
	NECKING CEGIKNN small molding near top of column [n -S]
	NERVING EGINNRV type of veterinary operation [n -S]
	NETTING EGINNTT net [n -S]
	NOGGING GGGINNO type of masonry (structure built of stone or brick) [n -S]
	NOONING GINNNOO meal eaten at noon [n -S]
	NOSINGS GINNOSS NOSING, projecting edge [n]
	NURSING GINNRSU profession of one who nurses [n v]
	NUTTING GINNTTU act of gathering nuts [n -S]
	OFFINGS FFGINOS OFFING, near future [n]
	OPENING EGINNOP vacant or unobstructed space [n -S]
	OUTINGS GINOSTU OUTING, short pleasure trip [n]
	PACINGS ACGINPS PACING, speed at which event takes place [n]
	PACKING ACGIKNP material used to pack [n -S]
	PADDING ADDGINP material with which to pad [n -S]
	PAGINGS AGGINPS PAGING, transfer of computer pages [n]
	PAIRING AGIINPR matching of two opponents in tournament [n -S]
	PALINGS AGILNPS PALING, picket fence [n]
	PARGING AGGINPR thin coat of mortar or plaster for sealing masonry [n -S]
	PARINGS AGINPRS PARING, something pared off [n]
	PARKING AGIKNPR area in which vehicles may be left [n -S]
	PARTING AGINPRT division or separation [n -S]
	PASSING AGINPSS death (end of life) [n -S]
	PASTING AGINPST beating (defeat) [n -S]
	PAVINGS AGINPSV PAVING, pavement (paved surface) [n]
	PEELING EEGILNP piece or strip that has been peeled off [n -S]
	PEENING EEGINNP action of treating sheet metal with metal shot in order to shape it [n -S]
	PETTING EGINPTT amorous caressing and kissing [n -S]
	PICKING CGIIKNP act of one that picks [n -S]
	PIECING CEGIINP material to be sewn together [n -S]
	PIEINGS EGIINPS PIEING, act of throwing pie at public figure [n]
	PILINGS GIILNPS PILING, structure of building supports [n]
	PIMPING GIIMNPP practice of soliciting clients for prostitute [n -S]
	PINKING GIIKNNP method of cutting or decorating [n -S]
	PIPINGS GIINPPS PIPING, system of pipes [n]
	PITTING GIINPTT arrangement of cavities or depressions [n -S]
	PLACING ACGILNP state of being ranked in race [n -S]
	PLATING AGILNPT thin layer of metal [n -S]
	POLLING GILLNOP registering or casting of votes [n -S]
	POSTING GINOPST act of transferring to ledger [n -S]
	PRIMING GIIMNPR act of one that primes [n -S]
	PUBBING BBGINPU practice of drinking in pubs [n -S]
	PUGGING GGGINPU act of preparing clay for making bricks or pottery [n -S]
	PULINGS GILNPSU PULING, plaintive cry [n]
	PULPING GILNPPU process of reducing to pulp [n -S]
	PUNNING GINNNPU act of making pun [n -S]
	PURGING GGINPRU act of purifying (to free from impurities) [n -S]
	PURLING GILNPRU inversion of stitches in knitting [n -S]
	RACINGS ACGINRS RACING, sport of engaging in contests of speed [n]
	RAFTING AFGINRT sport of traveling down river on raft [n -S]
	RAGGING AGGGINR technique of decorating wall by applying paint with rag [n -S]
	RAILING AGIILNR fence-like barrier [n -S]
	RAISING AGIINRS elevation [n -S]
	RANKING AGIKNNR listing of ranked individuals [n -S]
	RASPING AGINPRS tiny piece of wood removed with coarse file [n -S]
	RATINGS AGINRST RATING, relative estimate or evaluation [n]
	RAVINGS AGINRSV RAVING, irrational, incoherent speech [n]
	READING ADEGINR material that is read [n -S]
	REARING AEGINRR act of animal standing on its rear limbs [n -S]
	REEDING DEEGINR convex molding [n -S]
	REELING EEGILNR sustained noise [n -S]
	REFFING EFFGINR work of referee [n -S]
	REIVING EGIINRV act or instance of plundering [n -S]
	RIBBING BBGIINR act of one that ribs [n -S]
	RIDINGS DGIINRS RIDING, act of one that rides [n]
	RIFLING FGIILNR system of grooves in gun barrel [n -S]
	RIGGING GGGIINR system of lines, chains, and tackle used aboard ship [n -S]
	RINSING GIINNRS act of one that rinses [n -S]
	RIOTING GIINORT violent public disturbance [n -S]
	RISINGS GIINRSS RISING, act of one that rises [n]
	ROAMING AGIMNOR use of cell phone outside its local area [n -S]
	ROARING AGINORR loud, deep sound [n -S]
	ROLLING GILLNOR act of one that rolls [n -S]
	ROOFING FGINOOR material for roof [n -S]
	ROPINGS GINOPRS ROPING, act of binding with rope [n]
	ROVINGS GINORSV ROVING, roll of textile fibers [n]
	ROWINGS GINORSW ROWING, sport of racing in light, long, and narrow rowboats [n]
	RUBBING BBGINRU image produced by rubbing [n -S]
	RUCHING CGHINRU ruche (pleated strip of fine fabric) [n -S]
	RULINGS GILNRSU RULING, authoritative decision [n]
	RUNNING GINNNRU race [n -S]
	RUSHING GHINRSU yardage gained in football by running plays [n -S]
	SACKING ACGIKNS material for making sacks [n -S]
	SACRING ACGINRS consecration of bread and wine of Eucharist [n -S]
	SAILING AGIILNS act of one that sails [n -S]
	SALTING AGILNST land regularly flooded by tides [n -S]
	SAPLING AGILNPS young tree [n -S]
	SAPPING AGINPPS removal of foundation of building so as to weaken it [n -S]
	SAVINGS AGINSSV SAVING, act or instance of saving [n]
	SAYINGS AGINSSY SAYING, maxim (brief statement of general truth or principle) [n]
	SCALING ACGILNS formation of scales on skin [n -S]
	SCORING CGINORS act of scoring in game [n -S]
	SEALING AEGILNS hunting of seals [n -S]
	SEATING AEGINST material for covering seats [n -S]
	SEEINGS EEGINSS SEEING, act of one that sees [n]
	SEEMING EEGIMNS outward appearance [n -S]
	SEINING EGIINNS act of catching fish with seine [n -S]
	SEISING EGIINSS seizing (act of one that seizes) [n -S]
	SEIZING EGIINSZ act of one that seizes [n -S]
	SERGING EGGINRS process of finishing raw edges of fabric [n -S]
	SERVING EGINRSV portion of food [n -S]
	SETTING EGINSTT scenery used in dramatic production [n -S]
	SEWINGS EGINSSW SEWING, material that has been or is to be sewed [n]
	SEXTING EGINSTX sending of sexually explicit messages or images by cell phone [n -S]
	SHADING ADGHINS protection against light or heat [n -S]
	SHAVING AGHINSV something shaved off [n -S]
	SHORING GHINORS system of supporting timbers [n -S]
	SHOWING GHINOSW exhibition or display [n -S]
	SIDINGS DGIINSS SIDING, material used for surfacing frame building [n]
	SIFTING FGIINST work of sifter [n -S]
	SIGNING GGIINNS act of writing one's signature on document or in book [n -S]
	SINGING GGIINNS act or sound of one that sings [n -S]
	SITTING GIINSTT meeting or session [n -S]
	SIZINGS GIINSSZ SIZING, substance used as glaze or filler for porous materials [n]
	SKATING AGIKNST sport of gliding on skates [n -S]
	SKIINGS GIIKNSS SKIING, sport of traveling on skis [n]
	SLATING AGILNST act of one that slates [n -S]
	SLAYING AGILNSY act or instance of killing [n -S]
	SMOKING GIKMNOS inhaling and exhaling of smoke of tobacco or drug [n -S]
	SNIPING GIINNPS act of one that snipes [n -S]
	SNORING GINNORS act of breathing loudly while sleeping [n -S]
	SOAKING AGIKNOS act of wetting something thoroughly [n -S]
	SOARING AGINORS sport of flying in heavier-than-air craft without power [n -S]
	SORINGS GINORSS SORING, practice of making horse's front feet sore to force high stepping [n]
	SORTING GINORST separating of items into groups [n -S]
	SOWINGS GINOSSW SOWING, act of scattering seeds [n]
	SPACING ACGINPS distance between any two objects [n -S]
	SPAEING AEGINPS act of foretelling (to tell of or about in advance) [n -S]
	SPILING GIILNPS piling (structure of building supports) [n -S]
	STAGING AGGINST temporary platform [n -S]
	STOPING GINOPST process of excavating in layers [n -S]
	STYLING GILNSTY way in which something is styled [n -S]
	SUBBING BBGINSU thin coating on support of photographic film [n -S]
	SUITING GIINSTU fabric for making suits [n -S]
	SURFING FGINRSU act or sport of riding surf (breaking waves) [n -S]
	SWILING GIILNSW activity of hunting seals [n -S]
	TABBING ABBGINT use of tab key on keyboard [n -S]
	TABLING ABGILNT setting of data or information in tables (columns) [n -S]
	TAILING AGIILNT part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n -S]
	TAKINGS AGIKNST TAKING, seizure (act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n]
	TALKING AGIKLNT conversation [n -S]
	TAMPING AGIMNPT act of packing down by tapping [n -S]
	TANNING AGINNNT process of converting hides into leather [n -S]
	TAPINGS AGINPST TAPING, act or instance of recording something on magnetic tape [n]
	TAPPING AGINPPT process or means by which something is tapped [n -S]
	TASTING AGINSTT gathering for sampling wines or foods [n -S]
	TATTING AGINTTT delicate handmade lace [n -S]
	TESTING EGINSTT act of evaluating one by examination [n -S]
	THAWING AGHINTW melting of frozen substance [n -S]
	TICKING CGIIKNT strong cotton fabric [n -S]
	TIDINGS DGIINST TIDING, piece of news [n]
	TILINGS GIILNST TILING, surface of tiles [n]
	TIMINGS GIIMNST TIMING, selection of proper moment for doing something [n]
	TINTING GIINNTT process of one that tints [n -S]
	TITHING GHIINTT act of levying tithes [n -S]
	TOLLING GILLNOT collecting of tolls [n -S]
	TOOLING GILNOOT ornamentation done with tools [n -S]
	TOPPING GINOPPT something that forms top [n -S]
	TOURING GINORTU cross-country skiing for pleasure [n -S]
	TRACING ACGINRT something that is traced [n -S]
	TRADING ADGINRT action of exchanging commodities [n -S]
	TUBINGS BGINSTU TUBING, material in form of tube [n]
	TUCKING CGIKNTU series of stitched folds in garment [n -S]
	TUFTING FGINTTU cluster of tufts used for decoration [n -S]
	TUNINGS GINNSTU TUNING, act of adjusting musical instrument to correct pitch [n]
	TUPPING GINPPTU act of ram copulating with ewe [n -S]
	TURNING GINNRTU rotation about axis [n -S]
	TYPINGS GINPSTY TYPING, activity of writing with typewriter [n]
	UNDOING DGINNOU cause of ruin [n -S]
	UPPINGS GINPPSU UPPING, process of marking young swans for identification purposes [n]
	URGINGS GGINRSU URGING, attempt to persuade someone to do something [n]
	VEILING EGIILNV veil [n -S]
	VEINING EGIINNV network of veins [n -S]
	VESTING EGINSTV right of employee to share in and withdraw from pension fund without penalty [n -S]
	VIEWING EGIINVW act of seeing, watching, or looking [n -S]
	VOGUING GGINOUV dance consisting of series of styled poses [n -S]
	VOICING CGIINOV tonal quality of instrument in ensemble [n -S]
	WADDING ADDGINW wad [n -S]
	WAITING AGIINTW act of one who waits [n -S]
	WAKINGS AGIKNSW WAKING, state of being awake [n]
	WALKING AGIKLNW act of one that walks [n -S]
	WARMING AGIMNRW act or instance of making something warm [n -S]
	WARNING AGINNRW something that warns (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [n -S]
	WASHING AGHINSW articles washed or to be washed [n -S]
	WAXINGS AGINSWX WAXING, act of one that waxes [n]
	WEAVING AEGINVW activity of creating woven materials [n -S]
	WEBBING BBEGINW woven strip of fiber [n -S]
	WEDDING DDEGINW marriage ceremony [n -S]
	WEEPING EEGINPW act of one that weeps [n -S]
	WELTING EGILNTW cord or strip used to reinforce seam [n -S]
	WESTING EGINSTW shifting west [n -S]
	WETTING EGINTTW liquid used in moistening something [n -S]
	WHALING AGHILNW industry of hunting and processing whales [n -S]
	WHITING GHIINTW marine food fish [n -S]
	WHORING GHINORW use of services of prostitute [n -S]
	WICKING CGIIKNW material for wicks [n -S]
	WIGGING GGGIINW scolding (harsh reproof) [n -S]
	WILDING DGIILNW wild plant or animal [n -S]
	WINDING DGIINNW material wound about object [n -S]
	WIRINGS GIINRSW WIRING, system of electric wires [n]
	WITTING GIINTTW knowledge [n -S]
	WORDING DGINORW act or style of expressing in words [n -S]
	WORKING GIKNORW mining excavation [n -S]
	WRITING GIINRTW written composition [n -S]
	YAWPING AGINPWY loud, harsh cry [n -S]
	YEALING AEGILNY person of same age [n -S]
	YELLING EGILLNY act or instance of making loud cry [n -S]
	ZONINGS GINNOSZ ZONING, division of city or land into areas subject to planning restrictions [n]
	8s -ING (noun; material made for; activity, result of activity)
	AGENTING AEGGINNT business or activities of agent [n -S]
	ALIASING AAGIILNS appearance of distortions in computer graphics [n -S]
	ARCADING AACDGINR arcade [n -S]
	BABBLING ABBBGILN idle talk [n -S]
	BEAGLING ABEGGILN activity of hunting with beagles [n -S]
	BECOMING BCEGIMNO process of change [n -S]
	BERRYING BEGINRRY activity of gathering berries [n -S]
	BERTHING BEGHINRT action of mooring ship [n -S]
	BINGEING BEGGIINN act of indulging in something to excess [n -S]
	BIRTHING BGHIINRT act of giving birth [n -S]
	BLACKING ABCGIKLN black shoe polish [n -S]
	BLAGGING ABGGGILN informal talk in public [n -S]
	BLASTING ABGILNST act of one that blasts [n -S]
	BLEBBING BBBEGILN forming of blister [n -S]
	BLEEDING BDEEGILN act of losing blood [n -S]
	BLENDING BDEGILNN action of mixing together [n -S]
	BLESSING BEGILNSS prayer (devout petition to deity) [n -S]
	BLINDING BDGIILNN act of causing blindness [n -S]
	BLOATING ABGILNOT state of being swollen [n -S]
	BLOCKING BCGIKLNO act of obstructing (to get in way of) [n -S]
	BLOGGING BGGGILNO act or practice of recording personal comments on Web site [n -S]
	BLOODING BDGILNOO fox hunting ceremony [n -S]
	BLOOMING BGILMNOO process for smelting iron [n -S]
	BOARDING ABDGINOR surface of wooden boards [n -S]
	BONUSING BGINNOSU act of subsidizing something [n -S]
	BOTTLING BGILNOTT bottled beverage [n -S]
	BRAIDING ABDGIINR something made of braided material [n -S]
	BRANDING ABDGINNR promoting of product by associating it with brand name [n -S]
	BREAKING ABEGIKNR change of pure vowel to diphthong [n -S]
	BREEDING BDEEGINR upbringing [n -S]
	BRIDGING BDGGIINR bracing (brace or reinforcement) [n -S]
	BRIEFING BEFGIINR short lecture [n -S]
	BRONZING BGINNORZ brownish coloring [n -S]
	BROWNING BGINNORW brown flour used for coloring gravy [n -S]
	BRUISING BGIINRSU injury that does not break surface of skin [n -S]
	BUILDING BDGIILNU something that is built [n -S]
	BUMBLING BBGILMNU instance of clumsiness [n -S]
	BUNDLING BDGILNNU former courtship custom [n -S]
	BUNGLING BGGILNNU something done clumsily [n -S]
	BURBLING BBGILNRU breaking up of airflow into turbulence [n -S]
	CANOEING ACEGINNO action or sport of paddling canoe [n -S]
	CAROLING ACGILNOR act of singing joyously [n -S]
	CASTLING ACGILNST certain move in chess [n -S]
	CATERING ACEGINRT work of caterer [n -S]
	CAULKING ACGIKLNU material used to caulk [n -S]
	CENTRING CEGINNRT temporary framework for arch [n -S]
	CHARGING ACGGHINR illegal play in hockey [n -S]
	CHORDING CDGHINOR act of playing chord [n -S]
	CHROMING CGHIMNOR chromium ore [n -S]
	CHURNING CGHINNRU butter churned at one time [n -S]
	CLADDING ACDDGILN something that overlays (to lie over) [n -S]
	CLEANING ACEGILNN act of ridding of dirt or stain [n -S]
	CLEARING ACEGILNR open space [n -S]
	CLIMBING BCGIILMN sport or activity of ascending mountains [n -S]
	CLIPPING CGIILNPP something that is clipped out or off [n -S]
	CLOGGING CGGGILNO act of dancing while wearing shoes with thick wooden soles [n -S]
	CLOTHING CGHILNOT wearing apparel [n -S]
	CLUBBING BBCGILNU practice of frequenting nightclubs [n -S]
	COACHING ACCGHINO work of one that coaches [n -S]
	COASTING ACGINOST coastal trade [n -S]
	COLORING CGILNOOR appearance in regard to color [n -S]
	COUCHING CCGHINOU form of embroidery [n -S]
	COUPLING CGILNOPU joining device [n -S]
	COURSING CGINORSU pursuit of game by hounds [n -S]
	COVERING CEGINORV something that covers (to place something over or upon) [n -S]
	CRACKING ACCGIKNR chemical process [n -S]
	CRADLING ACDGILNR framework in ceiling [n -S]
	CRAMMING ACGIMMNR fraudulent adding to charges of phone bill [n -S]
	CRESTING CEGINRST decorative coping [n -S]
	CRIBBING BBCGIINR supporting framework [n -S]
	CROSSING CGINORSS intersection [n -S]
	CRUISING CGIINRSU act of driving around in search of fun [n -S]
	DABBLING ABBDGILN superficial interest [n -S]
	DAIRYING ADGIINRY business of dairy [n -S]
	DEMINING DEGIIMNN removal of mines [n -S]
	DIALLING ADGIILLN dialing (measurement of time by sundials) [n -S]
	DOUCHING CDGHINOU cleansing with jet of water [n -S]
	DOWELING DEGILNOW cylindrical rod [n -S]
	DRAFTING ADFGINRT mechanical drawing [n -S]
	DREDGING DDEGGINR matter that is dredged up [n -S]
	DRESSING DEGINRSS material applied to cover wound [n -S]
	DRILLING DGIILLNR heavy twilled cotton fabric [n -S]
	DRINKING DGIIKNNR habit of drinking alcoholic beverages [n -S]
	DRIPPING DGIINPPR juice drawn from meat during cooking [n -S]
	DROPPING DGINOPPR something that has been dropped [n -S]
	DRUBBING BBDGINRU severe beating [n -S]
	DRUMMING DGIMMNRU act of beating drum [n -S]
	DUELLING DEGILLNU dueling (contest between two persons with deadly weapons) [n -S]
	DWELLING DEGILLNW place of residence [n -S]
	ELBOWING BEGILNOW act of fouling opponent with elbow (joint of arm) [n -S]
	EVENTING EEGINNTV equestrian competition [n -S]
	FACETING ACEFGINT surface of cut gemstone [n -S]
	FAGOTING AFGGINOT type of embroidery [n -S]
	FETTLING EFGILNTT loose material thrown on hearth of furnace to protect it [n -S]
	FIDDLING DDFGIILN action of playing violin [n -S]
	FIGHTING FGGHIINT act of one that fights [n -S]
	FLAGGING AFGGGILN type of pavement (paved surface) [n -S]
	FLANGING AFGGILNN providing of protecting rim on object [n -S]
	FLASHING AFGHILNS sheet metal used in waterproofing roof [n -S]
	FLESHING EFGHILNS distribution of lean and fat on animal [n -S]
	FLOCKING CFGIKLNO velvety design in short fibers on cloth or paper [n -S]
	FLOGGING FGGGILNO whipping (material used to whip) [n -S]
	FLOODING DFGILNOO filling with fluid to excess [n -S]
	FLOORING FGILNOOR floor [n -S]
	FLOSSING FGILNOSS act of one that flosses [n -S]
	FLUSHING FGHILNSU act of blushing (to become red) [n -S]
	FONDLING DFGILNNO one that is fondled [n -S]
	FRACKING ACFGIKNR injection of fluid into shale beds in order to free up petroleum reserves [n -S]
	FRAGGING AFGGGINR act of one that frags [n -S]
	FREEZING EEFGINRZ method by which foods are frozen to preserve them [n -S]
	FRILLING FGIILLNR arrangement of frills [n -S]
	FRINGING FGGIINNR ornamental border of loose short strips [n -S]
	FROSTING FGINORST icing (sweet mixture for covering cakes) [n -S]
	FROTHING FGHINORT layer of foam in liquid or solid [n -S]
	FRUITING FGIINRTU production of fruit on tree [n -S]
	GHOSTING GGHINOST false image on television screen [n -S]
	GLEANING AEGGILNN something that is gleaned [n -S]
	GLOAMING AGGILMNO twilight (early evening light) [n -S]
	GLOOMING GGILMNOO gloaming (twilight (early evening light)) [n -S]
	GREENING EEGGINNR variety of apple [n -S]
	GREETING EEGGINRT salutation [n -S]
	GROUPING GGINOPRU set of objects [n -S]
	GRUELING EGGILNRU exhausting experience [n -S]
	HAGGLING AGGGHILN bargaining about price [n -S]
	HANDLING ADGHILNN manner in which something is handled [n -S]
	HATCHING ACGHHINT series of lines used to show shading [n -S]
	HAUNTING AGHINNTU visitation by ghost [n -S]
	HOARDING ADGHINOR something hoarded [n -S]
	INCOMING CGIIMNNO arrival (act of arriving (to reach destination)) [n -S]
	INDEXING DEGIINNX linking of wages and prices to cost-of-living levels [n -S]
	JANNYING AGIJNNNY action of one that jannies [n -S]
	JOUSTING GIJNOSTU mounted contest using lances [n -S]
	JUGGLING GGGIJLNU jugglery (art of juggler) [n -S]
	KAYAKING AAGIKKNY act or skill of managing kayak [n -S]
	KNITTING GIIKNNTT work done by knitter [n -S]
	KNOTTING GIKNNOTT fringe made of knotted threads [n -S]
	LAUGHING AGGHILNU laughter (act or sound of one that laughs) [n -S]
	LAYERING AEGILNRY layerage (method of plant propagation) [n -S]
	LEARNING AEGILNNR acquired knowledge [n -S]
	LIGHTING GGHIILNT illumination [n -S]
	LOATHING AGHILNOT extreme dislike [n -S]
	LOBBYING BBGILNOY soliciting of support of influential person [n -S]
	LUSTRING GILNRSTU glossy silk fabric [n -S]
	LYNCHING CGHILNNY act of one who lynches [n -S]
	MANTLING AGILMNNT ornamental cloth [n -S]
	MARBLING ABGILMNR intermixture of fat and lean in meat [n -S]
	MIDDLING DDGIILMN cut of pork [n -S]
	MISDOING DGIIMNOS instance of doing wrong [n -S]
	MODELING DEGILMNO treatment of volume in sculpture [n -S]
	MORPHING GHIMNOPR transformation of one form into another [n -S]
	MOTORING GIMNOORT recreation of traveling by automobile [n -S]
	MOTTLING GILMNOTT irregular arrangement of spots [n -S]
	MOULDING DGILMNOU molding (long, narrow strip used to decorate surface) [n -S]
	MOUNTING GIMNNOTU something that provides backing or appropriate setting for something else [n -S]
	MOURNING GIMNNORU outward sign of grief [n -S]
	MUMBLING BGILMMNU act of speaking unclearly [n -S]
	NEEDLING DEEGILNN act of one who needles [n -S]
	NESTLING EGILNNST young bird [n -S]
	NIGGLING GGGIILNN petty or meticulous work [n -S]
	NONBEING BEGINNNO lack of being [n -S]
	NOODLING DGILNNOO action of idly playing musical instrument [n -S]
	NORTHING GHINNORT movement toward north [n -S]
	OFFERING EFFGINOR contribution [n -S]
	ONCOMING CGIMNNOO approach [n -S]
	PADDLING ADDGILNP act of one who paddles [n -S]
	PAINTING AGIINNPT picture made with paints [n -S]
	PANELING AEGILNNP material with which to panel [n -S]
	PARTYING AGINPRTY participation in party [n -S]
	PHARMING AGHIMNPR production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals [n -S]
	PHISHING GHHIINPS practice of using email illegally to induce people to reveal personal information [n -S]
	PHRASING AGHINPRS manner or style of verbal expression [n -S]
	PIERCING CEGIINPR piece of jewelry attached to pierced flesh [n -S]
	PILOTING GIILNOPT branch of navigation [n -S]
	PLAITING AGIILNPT something that is plaited [n -S]
	PLANKING AGIKLNNP covering made of planks [n -S]
	PLANNING AGILNNNP establishment of goals or policies [n -S]
	PLANTING AGILNNPT area where plants are grown [n -S]
	PLEADING ADEGILNP allegation in legal action [n -S]
	PLEATING AEGILNPT arrangement of pleats (small folds) in garment [n -S]
	PLUMBING BGILMNPU pipe system of building [n -S]
	POINTING GIINNOPT cement or mortar filling joints of brickwork [n -S]
	PRESSING EGINPRSS instance of stamping with press [n -S]
	PRICKING CGIIKNPR prickly feeling [n -S]
	PRINTING GIINNPRT reproduction from printing surface [n -S]
	PUDDLING DDGILNPU process of converting pig iron to wrought iron [n -S]
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	QUILLING GIILLNQU material that is quilled [n -S]
	QUILTING GIILNQTU material that is used for making quilts [n -S]
	QUOINING GIINNOQU materials (as stones or bricks) used to form external corner of building [n -S]
	RALLYING AGILLNRY sport of driving in rallyes [n -S]
	RANCHING ACGHINNR work of running ranch [n -S]
	RATTLING AGILNRTT ratline (one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder) [n -S]
	RAVELING AEGILNRV loose thread [n -S]
	RAVENING AEGINNRV rapacity (quality of being ravenous (extremely hungry)) [n -S]
	REEDLING DEEGILNR marsh bird [n -S]
	REFINING EFGIINNR process of removing impurities from something [n -S]
	RETCHING CEGHINRT effort to vomit [n -S]
	REVILING EGIILNRV act of denouncing with abusive language [n -S]
	REZONING EGINNORZ act of rezoning [n -S]
	ROASTING AGINORST severe criticism [n -S]
	ROCKLING CGIKLNOR marine fish [n -S]
	ROUGHING GGHINORU excessive use of force in hockey [n -S]
	RUMBLING BGILMNRU thunderous sound [n -S]
	SAMPLING AGILMNPS small part selected for analysis [n -S]
	SCANNING ACGINNNS close examination [n -S]
	SCHEMING CEGHIMNS act of planning or plotting [n -S]
	SCOLDING CDGILNOS harsh reproof [n -S]
	SCOURING CGINORSU material removed by scouring [n -S]
	SCOUTING CGINOSTU act of one that scouts [n -S]
	SCRAPING ACGINPRS something scraped off [n -S]
	SETTLING EGILNSTT sediment [n -S]
	SHAFTING AFGHINST system of rods for transmitting motion or power [n -S]
	SHEARING AEGHINRS instance of cutting hair or wool [n -S]
	SHEETING EEGHINST material in form of sheets [n -S]
	SHELVING EGHILNSV material for shelves [n -S]
	SHIELING EGHIILNS shealing (shepherd's hut) [n -S]
	SHIFTING FGHIINST act of moving from one place to another [n -S]
	SHIPPING GHIINPPS business of one that ships [n -S]
	SHIRRING GHIINRRS shirred arrangement of cloth [n -S]
	SHIRTING GHIINRST fabric used for making shirts [n -S]
	SHOOTING GHINOOST act of one that shoots [n -S]
	SHOPPING GHINOPPS act of one that shops [n -S]
	SHUCKING CGHIKNSU act of one that shucks [n -S]
	SIGHTING GGHIINST observation [n -S]
	SKIDDING DDGIIKNS work of hauling logs from cutting area [n -S]
	SKIMMING GIIKMMNS something that is skimmed from liquid [n -S]
	SKIORING GIIKNORS form of skiing [n -S]
	SKIRTING GIIKNRST board at base of wall [n -S]
	SLABBING ABBGILNS act of removing slabs from log [n -S]
	SLAGGING AGGGILNS process of converting ore into slag [n -S]
	SLAMMING AGILMMNS practice of switching person's telephone service from one company to another without permission [n -S]
	SLASHING AGHILNSS act of one that slashes [n -S]
	SLATTING AGILNSTT material for making slats [n -S]
	SLEDDING DDEGILNS act of one that sleds [n -S]
	SLEEPING EEGILNPS act of one that sleeps [n -S]
	SLEEVING EEGILNSV tubular insulation for electric cables [n -S]
	SLIMMING GIILMMNS reducing of one's weight [n -S]
	SLUBBING BBGILNSU slightly twisted roll of textile fibers [n -S]
	SMELTING EGILMNST process of melting ores to obtain metal [n -S]
	SMITHING GHIIMNST work of smith [n -S]
	SMOCKING CGIKMNOS type of embroidery [n -S]
	SMUDGING DGGIMNSU act of smearing (to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance) [n -S]
	SNIPPING GIINNPPS piece of something that has been snipped off [n -S]
	SOUNDING DGINNOSU sampling of opinions [n -S]
	SOURCING CGINORSU act of obtaining something from point of origin [n -S]
	SOUTHING GHINOSTU movement toward south [n -S]
	SPALLING AGILLNPS chip of stone or ore [n -S]
	SPAMMING AGIMMNPS practice of sending out unsolicited email [n -S]
	SPANKING AGIKNNPS act of one that spanks [n -S]
	SPEAKING AEGIKNPS speech or discourse [n -S]
	SPEARING AEGINPRS act of piercing with spear [n -S]
	SPEEDING DEEGINPS act of driving faster than law allows [n -S]
	SPEERING EEGINPRS inquiry (question) [n -S]
	SPELLING EGILLNPS sequence of letters composing word [n -S]
	SPINNING GIINNNPS act of one that spins [n -S]
	SPOOLING GILNOOPS temporary storage of data for later output [n -S]
	SPOTTING GINOPSTT practice of watching for examples of something [n -S]
	SPOUTING GINOPSTU channel for draining off water from roof [n -S]
	STABBING ABBGINST act of piercing someone with pointed weapon [n -S]
	STABLING ABGILNST accommodation for animals in stable [n -S]
	STAFFING AFFGINST providing with staff [n -S]
	STALKING AGIKLNST act of one that stalks [n -S]
	STANDING ADGINNST position or condition in society [n -S]
	STEADING ADEGINST small farm [n -S]
	STEALING AEGILNST act of one that steals [n -S]
	STEERING EEGINRST act of directing course of vehicle or vessel [n -S]
	STEEVING EEGINSTV angular elevation of bowsprit from ship's keel [n -S]
	STIRRING GIINRRST beginning of motion [n -S]
	STOCKING CGIKNOST knitted or woven covering for foot and leg [n -S]
	STOOKING GIKNOOST work of stooker [n -S]
	STRIKING GIIKNRST act of hitting something forcibly [n -S]
	STRIPING GIINPRST stripes marked or painted on something [n -S]
	STROBING BGINORST process of producing high-intensity flashes of light [n -S]
	STUDDING DDGINSTU framework of wall [n -S]
	STUFFING FFGINSTU material with which something is stuffed [n -S]
	SUCKLING CGIKLNSU unweaned mammal [n -S]
	SUGARING AGGINRSU process of boiling down maple sap into syrup [n -S]
	SWARMING AGIMNRSW surrounding of victim by group of attackers [n -S]
	SWEARING AEGINRSW act of uttering solemn oath [n -S]
	SWEEPING EEGINPSW act of one that sweeps [n -S]
	SWELLING EGILLNSW something that is swollen [n -S]
	SWIMMING GIIMMNSW act of one that swims [n -S]
	SWINGING GGIINNSW practice of swapping sex partners [n -S]
	TACKLING ACGIKLNT equipment [n -S]
	TEACHING ACEGHINT doctrine (belief or set of beliefs taught or advocated) [n -S]
	TEETHING EEGHINTT first growth of teeth [n -S]
	THINKING GHIIKNNT opinion or judgment [n -S]
	THINNING GHIINNNT act of thinning [n -S]
	TINKLING GIIKLNNT sound made by something that tinkles [n -S]
	TOASTING AGINOSTT adding of rhythmic speech to reggae music [n -S]
	TONGUING GGINNOTU use of tongue in articulating notes on wind instrument [n -S]
	TOWELING EGILNOTW material used for towels [n -S]
	TRACKING ACGIKNRT placement of students within curriculum [n -S]
	TRAINING AGIINNRT systematic instruction [n -S]
	TRAPPING AGINPPRT covering for horse [n -S]
	TREATING AEGINRTT act of providing someone with something pleasurable [n -S]
	TRIFLING FGIILNRT waste of time [n -S]
	TRIMMING GIIMMNRT something added as decoration [n -S]
	TRIPPING GIINPPRT act of one that trips [n -S]
	TROLLING GILLNORT act of one that trolls [n -S]
	TROTTING GINORTTT harness racing [n -S]
	TROUTING GINORTTU activity of fishing for trout [n -S]
	TRUCKING CGIKNRTU truckage (transportation of goods by trucks) [n -S]
	TRUNKING GIKNNRTU system of electrical or telephone lines [n -S]
	TRUSSING GINRSSTU framework of structure [n -S]
	TUMBLING BGILMNTU sport of gymnastics [n -S]
	TURTLING GILNRTTU act of one that turtles [n -S]
	TWILLING GIILLNTW twilled fabric [n -S]
	TWINNING GIINNNTW bearing of two children at same birth [n -S]
	TWISTING GIINSTTW form of trickery used in selling life insurance [n -S]
	UPDOMING DGIMNOPU upward deformation of rock mass into dome shape [n -S]
	UPRISING GIINPRSU revolt [n -S]
	VAPORING AGINOPRV boastful talk [n -S]
	VAULTING AGILNTUV structure forming vault [n -S]
	VISITING GIIINSTV act or instance of visiting someone or something [n -S]
	VOGUEING EGGINOUV voguing (dance consisting of series of styled poses) [n -S]
	VOYAGING AGGINOVY action of travelling over or across, especially by sea [n -S]
	WAFFLING AFFGILNW indecisive statement or position [n -S]
	WAGERING AEGGINRW act of risking something on uncertain outcome [n -S]
	WAISTING AGIINSTW type of dressmaking material [n -S]
	WAKENING AEGIKNNW act of one that wakens [n -S]
	WATERING AEGINRTW act of one that waters [n -S]
	WAYGOING AGGINOWY act of leaving (to go away from) [n -S]
	WEAKLING AEGIKLNW weak person [n -S]
	WEANLING AEGILNNW recently weaned child or animal [n -S]
	WHACKING ACGHIKNW act or instance of striking something sharply [n -S]
	WHEELING EEGHILNW condition of road for vehicles [n -S]
	WHIPPING GHIINPPW material used to whip [n -S]
	WILDLING DGIILLNW wilding (wild plant or animal) [n -S]
	WINDLING DGIILNNW bundle of straw [n -S]
	WITCHING CGHIINTW sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -S]
	WRAPPING AGINPPRW material in which something is wrapped [n -S]
	WRECKING CEGIKNRW occupation of salvaging wrecked objects [n -S]
	YACHTING ACGHINTY sport of sailing in yachts [n -S]
	YEARNING AEGINNRY strong or deep desire [n -S]

